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Abstract

Optical Phase-Lock Loops using Semiconductor Lasers

This thesis demonstrates theoretically and experimentally that it is possible to use 
semiconductor lasers without external cavities or other linewidth narrowing devices in 
Optical Phase-Lock Loops (OFLLs).

A comprehensive analysis of OPLL theory is presented including the effect of loop 
delay time. A performance comparison is made between modified first order loops 
and second order loops revealing that modified first order loops are less sensitive to 
loop delay time. Stability conditions are set and the main loop performance 
parameters of phase error spectrum and variance are calculated. A cycle-slip criterion 
is fixed and the relationship between laser linewidth, loop bandwidth and loop delay 
time is discussed to guide the loop design.

The optical and electrical design of an heterodyne OPLL is detailed. Experimental 
work is presented concerning temperature control, loop filter design, optical mixing 
and isolation. Double Quantum well lasers are described and characterised. Details of 
an heterodyne OPLL using laser diodes without external cavity or any other linewidth 
narrowing device are given. The loop has a measured phase error variance of l.Olrad^.
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Chapter 1 

Introduction

This chapter introduces the optical phase-lock loop (OPLL) and its applications, 
considers alternative techniques, reviews previous work and describes the contents of 
the remainder of the thesis.

1.1- The Optical Phase Lock Loop

An optical phase-lock loop (OPLL) is a feedback system which controls an optical 
source in such a way that the phase of the light from this source follows the phase of 
an incoming optical signal. This is done by comparing the phase of the input signal to 
that of the internal source generating an error signal which is used to control the 
internal source. The internal source which will be controlled will be referred to as the 
slave laser, while the source of the incoming signal which provides the reference will 
be called the master laser.

Figure 1.1.1 gives the block diagram of a homodyne OPLL. This system is called 
homodyne because both master and slave lasers oscillate at the same frequency. Both 
signals are mixed at the surface of the photodetector, generating a photo-current 
proportional to the phase difference between the two signals. In the homodyne case the 
photodetector itself works as phase detector, producing the phase error signal 
necessary to close the loop. The phase error signal is then treated by the loop filter 
before being sent to the slave laser which is tuned by this signal in such a way that the 
phase of its emission is controlled to minimise the error.

master
laser

slave
laser

photo/
phase

detector

loop
filter

Figure 1.1.1: Block diagram of a homodyne Optical Phase-Lock Loop.
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C hapter 1- Introduction

Figure 1.1.2 shows a block diagram of a heterodyne OPLL. In this case, master and 
slave lasers operate at two distinct optical frequencies. The signals from both lasers are 
mixed on the active area of the photodetector, producing a beat signal at a frequency 
corresponding to the frequency offset between the two lasers at the photodetector 
terminals. A phase detector compares the phase of the beat signal to that of an offset 
generator operating at the same frequency as the beat signal. A phase error signal is 
then produced at the output of the phase detector and treated by the loop filter. The 
slave laser is tuned by this signal in such a way that the phase of its emission is 
controlled to minimise the error.

phase detector

offset
generator

master
laser

slave
laser

photo
detector

loop
filter

Figure 1.1.2: Block diagram of a heterodyne Optical Phase-Lock Loop.

In heterodyne OPLLs, the output of the slave laser tends to reproduce the whole 
spectrum of the master laser signal, translating its centre frequency to a new point 
different from the original one by the frequency of the offset generator. The linewidth 
of the slave laser is therefore altered by the action of the loop to be the same as the 
master laser, provided the performance of the loop is adequate. For this reason, 
heterodyne OPLLs are also known as translation loops [Gardner 79].

Heterodyne OPLLs present several advantages over the homodyne systems. The main 
advantages are:
-The slave laser frequency can be varied or even swept precisely by varying or 
sweeping the offset frequency generator.
-AC coupled filters and amplifiers can be used between the photodetector and the 
phase detector, rejecting DC drifts at the photodetector and improving the loop 
performance.
-Heterodyne OPLLs allow a very precise frequency tracking.
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Chapter 1- Introduction

1.2- OPLL Applications

In this section, it is seen how the development of the OPLL technology is important 
for coherent optical communications, providing accurate channel selection, and how 
OPLLs can be used in these systems. Other more specific applications of OPLLs are 
also presented.

1.2.1- Coherent Communications

The most common transmission scheme used in optical fibre transmission systems is 
the intensity modulation (IM) of the optical source with respect to the input electrical 
signal. In this scheme no attention is paid to the frequency or the phase of the optical 
carrier, since a photodetector only responds to changes in the power level (the 
intensity) of an optical signal, and not to its frequency or phase content. Direct 
detection has been used at the receiving end to reconvert the optical signal into an 
electrical signal. In this respect a direct detection optical system is analogous to the 
way a primitive radio detects broadcast signals. This method offers system simplicity 
and relatively low cost, but suffers from limited sensitivity and does not take full 
advantage of the tremendous bandwidth capabilities of optical fibres.

Despite the theoretical possibilités, it was only at the end of the 70s that the spectral 
purity and frequency stability of semiconductor lasers had improved to the point where 
schemes using heterodyne or homodyne detection of the optical signal began to look 
feasible. In this technique the light is treated as a carrier medium which can be 
amplitude, frequency, or phase modulated similarly to the methods used in microwave 
radio systems.

The two main advantages of coherent optical communication schemes are a nearly 
ideal receiver sensitivity (up to 20dB improvement over direct detection) [Keiser 91] 
and a high degree of frequency selectivity. The selectivity of coherent systems is due 
to the fact that the selection of the channels is made by narrowband electronic filters 
rather than broad band optical filters.

Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) can be used to increase the transmission 
throughput of the overall system, however, the number of optical channels that can be 
multiplexed is limited by the spectral bandwidth of the optical demultiplexer at the 
receiver. This results in a minimum channel spacing of, typically, 2nm and a 
transmission capacity of about 40 channels [Wagner 89]. The deployment of coherent 
receivers will enhance the capability of the network to transmit a greater number of
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Optical channels using frequency division multiplexing (FDM). This is a direct 
consequence of the higher selectivity achieved with the microwave filtering at the 
receiver. The optical channel spacing can now be reduced to frequencies of the order 
of a few GHz with a corresponding increase in the number of channels.

The advent of fibre amplifiers has diminished the importance of achieving high 
sensitivity, making the use of coherent techniques not as attractive as in the past for 
long distance communication links. However, the ability of providing effective 
demultiplexing for dense FDM systems is still very significant, making coherent 
systems a good option mainly for local area networks.

Figure 1.2.1 shows the diagram of the frequency response of a nominal 2nm 
wavelength optical filter, which is equivalent to a frequency bandwidth of 250GHz at 
the 1550nm region, compared with a 2GHz wide electrical filter. This illustrates that 
an electrical filter can provide several orders of magnitude more frequency selectivity 
than an optical one. Thus the channel density of a multichannel coherent system (that 
is, the number of channels per unit bandwidth) can be 100 times that for direct 
detection.

2GHz 
electrical 
. filter

250GHz
optical

filter
frequency
response

frequency

Figure 1.2.1: Diagram of the frequency response of a nominal 2nm bandwidth optical 
filter (equivalent to a frequency of250GHz at the 1550nm region) compared with a

2GHz wide electrical filter.

The two transmission regions of an optical fibre which can be used for coherent 
systems are from 1270 to 1350 nm (ISOOnm window) and from 1480 to 1600 nm 
(1550nm window). For example, with a lOGHz channel spacing one could 
theoretically have at least 1000 channels in the IBOOnm window, and 1500 channels in 
the 1550nm window.
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The possibility of actually making such systems depends strongly on the ability to 
develop truly coherent semiconductor lasers that can be tuned over a significant 
portion of the 30,000 GHz bandwidth of a single mode optical fibre and the 
implementation of a proper coding method for inserting data on the optical carrier. 
Polarisation control of the local oscillator signal to match that of the received signal is 
also an obstacle to the use of coherent systems. However, several schemes have been 
proposed to overcome this problem.

Coherent optical detection is thus analogous to superheterodyne detection in modern 
radios, down converting the information from the optical carrier frequency to a much 
lower intermediate frequency, where it can be treated electrically. This down 
conversion is made by mixing the incoming signal with a local oscillator laser 
operating at a frequency equal to the received central frequency plus or minus the 
desired intermediate frequency. In the case of homodyne systems, the intermediate 
frequency is set to be OHz.

A key requirement for the realisation of a coherent lightwave system is the need for an 
electronically tunable optical source with a high degree of stability and temporal 
coherency. This is necessary since not only are the optical carriers spaced closely 
together in the frequency domain but also the modulation is typically encoded onto the 
frequency or phase of the carrier. The tunable capability of the laser allows the 
generation of both the optical transmitter channels and the local oscillators at the 
heterodyne receivers.

One technique to generate closely spaced optical channels is based on an optical 
frequency translation loop. This can take the form of either an optical phase-locked 
loop or an optical frequency-locked loop. The translation loop generates the channels 
by frequency off-setting the current controlled oscillator laser, within the loop, from a 
stable reference source, ideally to generate a large number of channels. This reference 
could be one frequency from an optical comb of frequencies.

1.2.2- Carrier generation in dense FDM systems

As was seen in section 1.2.1, dense frequency division multiplex FDM with channel 
spacing of a few GHz is possible using coherent techniques. OPLLs can be used not 
only at the receiver to allow the selection of an individual channel, but also at the 
transmitter to generate such a dense comb of carriers.
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Figure 1.2.2 shows a block diagram of a carrier generator system using heterodyne 
OPLLs. A stable narrow linewidth master laser is used as reference for a chain of 
OPLL sub-systems. As the OPLL makes the slave laser reproduce the spectrum of the 
master laser at an offset frequency, the carriers are synthesised by using a sample of 
the slave laser signal from each OPLL block as master signal for the following one. 
The spacing between the carriers can be adjusted individually by tuning each offset 
generator, while the whole comb of carriers can be tuned by tuning the master laser 
optical frequency.
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Figure 12.2: Block diagram of a carrier generator system using OPLLs.

1.2.3- Phase demodulator

If the phase of the master laser is modulated, the OPLL will see this modulation as 
phase error and it will try to modulate the slave laser equally in an attempt to cancel 
this "error". A signal proportional to the modulating signal becomes available at the 
phase detector output, as shown in Figure 1.2.3. Frequency demodulation can be 
achieved in the same way, as the frequency is given by the time derivative of the 
phase.
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Figure 1.2.3: Block diagram of a optical phase modulation (PM) system using an
OPLL as phase demodulator.

1.2.4- Local Area Networks (LANs)

A good example of the application of OPLLs was the European program ESPRIT 
2054 Project UCOL (Ultra-wideband Coherent Optical LAN) [Fioretti 89] [Fernando 
90]. Figure 1.2.4 shows a diagram of this system.
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Figure 1.2.4: Block diagram of a LAN proposed by the European program ESPRIT
2054 Project UCOL.
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A comb of optical signals is distributed to every station as frequency references to 
which frequency shifters would be locked  ̂ to provide both an optical carrier for 
transmitting and a local oscillator for the coherent reception. Again heterodyne OPLLs 
could be used as frequency shifters.

This kind of system could be used in a metropolitan area network (MAN) to integrate 
data voice and video transmission. However, such a system would only be feasible if 
stable and reliable OPLLs were available. Optoelectronic integrated circuit (OEIC) 
techniques may provide this in the future, also helping to bring the costs down.

1.2.5- Phased array antennas

The amplitude and the phase of the current at each element of the array determine the 
pattern of the radiated beam, while the number of elements sets the resolution of the 
antenna. A beam forming network is necessary to feed each element individually with 
the proper amplitude and phase to achieve the required pattern. However, when the 
number of elements is high, it becomes difficult to construct these networks using 
conventional waveguides or coaxial cables due to their size, weight, loss and narrow 
bandwidth. The use of optical fibres comes as a solution to these problems, being 
small, flexible, lightweight and practically immune to electromagnetic interference. 
Also, they have negligible losses, good phase accuracy and very large bandwidths. The 
optical fibre distribution network can not only provide the beam control, but also the 
distribution and transmission of the communication signal and the distribution of the 
phase and frequency reference.

Optical beam forming networks (OBFNs) can be produced by direct detection methods 
[Benjamin 90] or by coherent methods [Ghese 91]. When direct detection techniques 
are used, the lasers employed need to have a modulation bandwidth corresponding to 
the microwave frequency of the communication signal carrier, which is very difficult 
to obtain especially when high phase accuracy is required. However, it is possible to 
obtain a better carrier to noise performance with coherent schemes than with direct 
detection schemes, resulting in a better power budget which allows for more arrays or 
fewer laser transmitter modules. Furthermore, the generated microwave frequency at 
the antenna can easily be tuned by simply tuning one of the two lasers employed. 
Coherent techniques also give more possibilities for optical control and optical 
processing [Gliese 91].

Figure 1.2.5 shows the block diagram of an OBFN using coherent techniques. In this 
case a heterodyne OPLL is used to lock two lasers at an offset frequency equal to the
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antenna transmitting frequency. The data to be transmitted modulates the master laser 
after a sample is taken for the phase locking of the salve laser. The beat signal is 
recreated at each element and amplified before being transmitted. A specific delay 
time is introduced using optical fibre delay lines for each element, providing the phase 
shift required for the individual element.
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Figure 1.2.5: Block diagram of an OBFN using coherent techniques.

1.2.6- Optical sweep generator and optical measurements

It is possible to see from the block diagram of the heterodyne OPLL (Figure 1.1.2) 
that, if the offset generator is swept in frequency, this sweep will be transfered to the 
optical frequency of the slave laser in relation to the master laser. An optical sweep 
generator can then be built using an heterodyne OPLL, with applications in 
spectroscopy and optical measurements.

1.3- Comparison with other technologies

1.3.1- Optical Frequency Lock Loop

A block diagram of an optical frequency locked loop OFLL is shown in Figure 1.3.1. 
The signals from the master and slave laser are mixed on the active area of the 
photodetector producing a beat signal at a frequency corresponding to the frequency 
offset between the two lasers. The beat signal is then converted electrically to the 
operation frequency region of the frequency discriminator by a mixer and a generator 
operating at an offset frequency. The frequency discriminator translates the frequency 
variations into an electrical signal (voltage level) producing an error signal. The loop
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filter arranges the error signal which tunes the slave laser in order to compensate for 
any fluctuation of the offset frequency.

master photo
laser detector

mixer

slave loop 1
laser filter

frequency

offset
generator

Figure 1.3.1: Block diagram of an optical frequency locked loop.

The frequency discriminator is basically a device whose frequency response presents a 
slope which can be approximated as linear. This can be achieved by a combination of 
a balanced mixer and a delay line in a kind of interferometer, as shown in Figure 
1.3.2a. Alternatively, a low pass filter can be used, as in Figure 1.3.2b.
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Figure 1.3.2: Examples of frequency discriminators: (a) using mixer and delay line;
(b) using low pass filter.
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In OFLLs, the centre frequency of the slave laser is controlled and kept stable in 
relation to the centre frequency of the master laser. Fluctuations of the central 
frequency of semiconductor lasers are usually slow (below lOOkHz) due to the Iff 
noise component of the FM noise spectrum [Fernando 91]. Therefore, narrow band 
loops can be used and the loop delay time is not an important factor.

The advantage of using a heterodyne OPLL instead of an OFLL is that not only the 
centre frequency of the beat signal is fedback by the loop, but also the instantaneous 
phase. The whole spectrum of the slave laser is altered by the action of the loop, 
making the slave laser reproduce the line shape of the master laser at a new centre 
frequency. This feature becomes particularly important when several narrow 
linewidths signals are required at different frequencies. In this case, only one narrow 
linewidth laser is required, while the others have their linewidths narrowed when 
locked to this reference.

1.3.2- Injection Locking

Phase lock is also possible though injecting the signal from the master laser into the 
active region of the slave laser waveguide [Kobayashi 80] [Lidoyne 91]. Figure 1.3.3 
gives a diagram of an injection locking experiment.

mirror

master
laser lens

slave

optical isolator laser

Figure 1.3.3: Diagram of an injection locking experiment.

In this case, locking is achieved directly by the optical signal from the master laser 
stimulating the emission in the slave laser waveguide to be in phase with the incoming 
master laser signal phase and, unlike the OPLL shown before, it does not use electrical 
feedback. It is basically a homodyne technique, but it is possible to lock the two lasers
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at different frequencies by modulating the master laser and locking the slave laser to 
one of the sidebands generated by the modulation of the master laser signal. The main 
disadvantage of this method is that the frequency offset is limited by the frequency 
response of the laser, while for the OPLL it is limited by the response of the 
photodetector, the phase detector and the offset generator, which are already well 
developed components and available for high frequencies.

Figure 1.3.4 shows a diagram of a coherent receiver using injection locking. A sample 
of the incoming signal is taken though an optical isolator to lock the slave laser to its 
frequency and phase. The output of the slave laser is then combined coherently to the 
incoming signal, producing a beat signal at the photodetector terminals. One 
disadvantage of this kind of system is that a part of the incoming optical signal has to 
be used to injection lock the slave laser before detection takes place, reducing 
sensitivity.

master
laser lens photo

detector
optical isolator slave

laser

Figure 1.3.4: Diagram of a coherent receiver using injection locking.

1.3.3- Other technologies

Direct modulation can be used for optical carrier generation by using mode-lock 
techniques to generate a comb of optical frequencies. However, it has the disadvantage 
of having the frequency offset between carriers fixed to the laser mode space of the 
laser.

Integrated-optic frequency translators can be used to introduce a frequency shift to an 
optical carrier. This can be done by using single side band (SSB) modulation 
techniques [Izutsu 81] [Culshaw 81], in which the side band becomes the new offset 
optical signal. Other devices are based on an electrooptic effect associated with a 
propagating microwave field to offset an incoming optical carrier by the frequency of 
the microwave signal used [Désormière 90].
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1.4- OPLL critical parameters

Because most of the phase noise spectrum of the beat signal is used by the control 
loop, the loop bandwidth has to be wide enough to cover the main frequency range of 
this noise. The principal critical parameters in the OPLL design are:

- Laser linewidth: The main source of noise is the phase noise originated in the 
lasers used in the system. The extension of the spectrum of this noise is given 
by the laser linewidth, considering Lorezian lineshape.
- Loop bandwidth: When wide linewidth lasers are used, a wide bandwidth 
loop is required to track the phase noise.
- Loop delay time: The loop propagation delay time limits the bandwidth of the 
system and it is a particularly important factor when wide linewidth lasers and 
wide bandwidth loop filters are used.

These factors and the relationship between them will be studied quantitatively in 
Chapter 2 of the thesis.

The implementation of OPLLs in opto electronic integrated circuit OEIC form will 
only be possible in the future if semiconductor lasers are used. As these lasers 
normally possess wide linewidth, wide bandwidth loops need to be used. The effect of 
the loop delay time is expected to be minimised by its decrease due to the reduction in 
size brought about by integration.

1.5- Historical Background

1.5.1- Experimental work

The use of phase-lock techniques at optical frequencies has been limited in the past by 
a series of technological problems. The most important factor has been the 
unavailability of suitable optical sources. Problems of wideband phase noise, 
frequency instability and tunablity were the main obstacles to the use of laser sources 
as slave lasers in OPLLs. In this introduction a brief review of the OPLL experiments 
reported is presented.

The first OPLL experiment reported was a homodyne system [Leeb 82] using water 
cooled CO2 lasers operating single moded at 10.6 |im and tuned by a combination of 
an internal electro-optic frequency modulator and a piezoelectric (PZT) mounted
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mirror. The use of semiconductor laser diodes would make the tuning system simpler 
and faster, as they could be directly tuned by current. Nevertheless, wideband phase 
noise prevented their use. The first experiment using semiconductor lasers [Steele 83] 
applied weakly coupled external cavities to the laser diodes in order to narrow then- 
line widths. In this heterodyne system, locking was obtained only for short periods due 
to acoustic frequency jitter and thermal drift affecting the external cavities. The same 
kind of experiment was done without intentional optical feedback [Richards 85]. 
However, the loop was not completely stable due to the large amount of phase noise 
and operation was only obtained over a short period of time.

Homodyne OPLLs were reported later using piezoelectric tuned HeNe lasers [Malyon 
84] and LiNbO^ modulator tuned external cavity semiconductor lasers locked to a 
HeNe laser [Malyon 86]. Heterodyne systems with an offset frequency of 5MHz using 
HeNe lasers were also achieved [Hall 87]. Solid state Nd:YAG ring lasers operating at 
1320nm pumped by laser diodes were used in a homodyne OPLL presenting a natural 
frequency/^=36kHz [Kazovsky 89 and 90] and/„=10kHz [Schdpflin 90]. The same 
technique was also used for heterodyne loops [Williams 89], with/^=36kHz and offset 
frequency of 4GHz [Atlas 90], and/„=50-100kHz and offset frequency of 12GHz 
[Wale 91].

Improved external cavity semiconductor lasers were used in a heterodyne OPLL at a 
250MHz offset, presenting a natural frequency/„ of the order of 300kHz [Harrison 89] 
and in a homodyne system with/„ of about lOOkHz [Kahn 89]. External cavity three 
electrode DFB lasers were also used in a homodyne system with 22ns loop delay time 
and /„=605kHz [Noiiamtsu 90]. Another way of narrowing the linewidth of 
semiconductor lasers was to employ optical feedback from external high finesse 
resonators. This technique was used in heterodyne OPLLs with 25MHz offset 
frequency and/„=263kHz [Shin 90] and with 20ns loop delay [Telle 90].

In all the experiments mentioned before, very narrow linewidth lasers were used 
(below 200kHz). This allowed the use of long loop delay times (of the order of 20ns) 
and low values of loop natural frequency (less than 700kHz). However, as shown 
theoretically in Chapter 2, relatively wide linewidth lasers (order of MHz) could be 
used [Ramos 90], provided that the loop delay time was kept low (order of ns) and the 
loop natural frequency was high (above lOMHz). Very recently, a homodyne OPLL 
using semiconductor lasers was reported [Kourogi 91], where the slave laser was 
operated without external cavity and locked to a naiTow linewidth laser (150kHz) 
through a fast and wide bandwidth loop. A 134MHz loop bandwidth was employed 
with a loop delay time of Ins.
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In Chapter 5, the first heterodyne OPLL experiment using semiconductor lasers 
without external cavities or other linewidth narrowing methods is described. This is 
also the heterodyne OPLL with the widest natural frequency (20MHz) and lowest 
delay time (3ns) [Ramos 92].

1.5.2- Theoretical work

As previous experimental work was done using very narrow linewidth lasers, it was 
not clear what the maximum value of phase noise was which would still allow the loop 
to lock. This limit depends strongly on the value of the loop bandwidth, as the phase 
noise suppression effect within the loop bandwidth is affected. Another important 
factor is the propagation delay time of the loop, which has great influence on the loop 
performance and stability, as it also limits the loop bandwidth. There was then the 
need for developing a theoretical study in order to understand better the influence of 
the adverse noise characteristics of lasers on OPLL systems.

The first step was to identify the main sources of noise in the system and relate the 
phase noise to a parameter of quality of locking, such as the phase error variance 
[Armor 79]. Following this analysis, attempts were made to optimise the design of 
OPLLs [Hodgkinson 85]. The same approach for optimisation was used and linewidth 
limits were set for a given bit error rate (BER) [Kazovsky 86]. The influence of the 
loop propagation delay time was then considered [Grant 87]. A modified first order 
loop was shown to be more suitable for OPLLs with large phase noise [Steele 88].

However, it was not clear how the system would behave near the limit of stable 
operation and what the conditions for locking were. There was not a distinct method 
by which the designer could easily establish a relationship between the loop delay 
time, the loop gain, the loop filter bandwidth and the laser linewidth, in order to seai'ch 
for the best compromise between these factors. There was also the need to study the 
possibihty of implementing OPLLs in the form of opto-electronic integrated circuits 
(OEICs), which would drastically reduce the total loop delay time, but would imply 
that wide linewidth semiconductor lasers without external cavities needed to be used. 
Different criteria for evaluating the loop performance were also necessary, as the 
wideband phase noise involved could invalidate linear approximations previously 
made. This design method, introduced more recently [Ramos 90], is described in 
Chapter 2 of the thesis, where the use of different loop orders is studied and a new 
stability criterion is introduced. A new design criterion based on the average time
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between cycle slips is also introduced, together with a full discussion on the loop 
performance.

1.6- Structure of the Thesis

The first objective of this thesis is to demonstrate that commercial OPLLs can be 
feasible in the future by understanding their limitations, modelling the system and 
setting design guide lines. The second objective is to build an OPLL in the laboratory.

Chapter 2 presents the theoretical analysis of the OPLL. The block diagram and 
transfer functions of both homodyne and heterodyne OPLLs are presented and the 
main sources of noise are identified. Then discussions on the loop filter design and the 
loop stability are introduced for a non zero loop propagation delay time. Methods of 
evaluating the loop performance are shown and a cycle slip criterion is established to 
determine loop parameters during design.

Chapter 3 concentrates on the design of the optical section of the OPLL experiment. 
Some comments are made on how the optical mixing is carried out, followed by a 
discussion on optical isolation and an evaluation of the amount of optical 
misalignment tolerable in order to obtain effective optical mixing. The main 
characteristics of the double quantum well lasers (DQW) used in the final experiment 
are presented. As part of this characterisation, the FM response of a DQW laser is 
measured

Chapter 4 discusses the design of the electrical part of the OPLL, starting by giving an 
overview of the loop circuit, followed by a description of the phase detector. A design 
of the phase error amplifier (which is the loop filter) is presented, showing how a split 
path technique is used to reduce delay time effects. Finally, the temperature control 
system design is described.

Chapter 5 shows the final OPLL experiment, using the ideas and techniques detailed in 
the previous chapters. The measured performance is presented, followed by the 
parameters calculated from the measurements and a comparison to the theoretical 
predictions. This experiment demonstrates for the first time a stable heterodyne OPLL 
using semiconductor lasers without external cavities or any other linewidth narrowing 
process.

Chapter 6 presents a summary of the main conclusions from this project and gives 
suggestions for future work.
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Chapter 2 

Optical Phase-Lock Loop Theory

2.1- Introduction

As the ability to obtain stable single mode laser radiation developed during the early 
1980s, the translation of phase lock techniques in use at microwave frequencies to 
optical frequencies was slowly made possible. Some OPLL experiments started to be 
reported, all using very narrow linewidth lasers (order of lOOkHz or less). This was 
achieved using gas lasers like CO2 and HeNe, solid state lasers like YAG lasers and 
semiconductor lasers using external cavity optical feedback or electrical feedback. A 
full review of the OPLL experiments and theoretical work was presented in Chapter 1.

In this Chapter we extend previous analysis [Grant 87] [Steele 88] to include finite 
loop propagation delay together with photodetector shot noise, and derive design 
criteria for OPLLs as a function of the loop parameters. First, the block diagram and 
transfer functions of both homodyne and heterodyne OPLLs are presented and the 
main sources of noise are identified. Then discussions on the loop filter design and the 
loop stability are introduced for a non zero loop propagation delay time. Methods of 
evaluating the loop performance are shown and a cycle slipping criterion is established 
to determine loop parameters during design. Finally, the conclusions are summarised.

2.2- Block Diagram and Transfer Functions

2.2.1- Homodyne case:

The block diagram of a basic Phase-Locked Loop (PLL) is shown in Figure 2.2.1. The 
master signal y j t )  and the slave oscillator signal yj(t) are given by:

y ^n it)  =  A sin(co^/ + 4)^(0) 2.2.1

y, it) = B cos(co/ + 4)̂  it)) 2.2.2
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phase
detector

loop
filter

slave
oscillator

Figure 2.2.1: Block diagram of a general phase-lock loop.

Where A and B are the amplitudes, co  ̂and O)̂  are the angular frequencies and 
and (|)/rj are the phases of master and slave oscillator signals respectively.

Considering first that the master and slave signals have the same frequency, the signal 
after the phase detector Uj(t), for a sinusoidal phase detector, would be:

Uj(t) = ka sin[(|)„(0- 2.2.3

Where k^ is the phase detector gain. \îf(t) is the impulse response of the loop filter and 
kg represents the gain of this filter, U2 (t) will be given by the convolution of Uj(t) with 
f(t) as follow:

«2(0  = 4 2.2.4

Using a tunable slave oscillator which has its output frequency dependent on the 
amplitude of the input signal, the output phase ^Jt) will be:

_
dt — ^2 (^) 2.2.5

Where k̂  is the slave oscillator gain. Using equations (2.2.4) and (2.2.5):

2.2.6
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Where k is the total gain, given by:

k  — kg kg 2.2.7

For small amounts of phase error (phase error variance lower than 7i/2rad^), it is 
possible to use a linearised model of the phase detector:

=  2.2.8
at

Using Laplace transformation in order to pass to the frequency domain:

j 4)j (s) =  ^ :[3 )„ ( î ) - O j (j ) ] F ( j ) 2.2.9

The loop transfer function is defined as:

O m W  S +  K F { S )

For the phase error given by:

2.2.11

One can write:

=  ^  = = ^   2.2.12
< D „ W  s +  K F { s )

Figure 2.2.2 shows the block diagram of a homodyne optical phase-locked loop. The 
master laser and the slave laser operate at the same optical frequency while the 
photodetector works as a phase detector. In this case the phase detector gain has the 
same value of the photodetector gain kp , given by:

kp = 2 R ^ P ^  P, 2.2.13

Where and are the optical powers from the master and slave lasers respectively 
which are mixed at the photodetector and R is the photodetector responsivity.
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coupler

slave
laser

master
laser

photo
detector

loop
filter

Figure 2.2.2: Homodyne optical phase-lock loop.

2.2.2- Heterodyne case:

Figure 2.2.3 shows the block diagram of a heterodyne OPLL. In this case, the optical 
frequencies of master and slave lasers are separated by a reference value co .̂

phase

master photo Û (t) ^

laser ' ~ r m detector \

offset
generator

u^it)

Figure 2.2.3: Heterodyne optical phase-lock loop. 

The photodetector produces a signal centred on co ,̂ u^it):

u^(t) = kp sin[(û^/ +  ( | ) „ ( 0 - ( t ) s ( 0 ] 2.2.14

In Chapter 3 it is shown how this relation can affected by misalignment of the two 
wavefronts. Assuming the system is locked, a microwave mixer operating as a phase 
detector gives the phase error signal Uj(t) against a continuous single frequency 
reference u jt)  of amplitude C:
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U4 ( 0  =  C COS[(Ù^t +  (|)̂  (01 2 ,2.15

Uj( t )  =  kp sin [(t)^ (0 -  * , ( 0 -  (^rO)] 2 .2.16

Where is a constant of the phase detector. In this case, the total gain k must include 
k^ and kp as follows:

k  = k d kp k g kg  2.2.17

The new phase error is given by:

0 / j )  =  W  2.2.18

2.3- Sources of Noise

Looking at the block diagram of a heterodyne OPLL, Figure 2.2.3, it is possible to 
identify the major sources of noise:

-phase noise of the master laser signal.
-phase noise of the slave laser signal.
-photodetector shot noise.
-phase noise of the offset reference signal.
-master and slave laser amplitude noise.
-other noise generated in some of the OPLL building blocks such as frequency 
mixers, wideband amplifiers, the phase detector and dc bias circuits.

In the analyses shown in this chapter, only the main sources of noise will be taken into 
account as they restrict the design of the system. The use of balanced receivers can 
reduce the effect of the intensity noise [Patzak 89], which is normally small (relative 
intensity noise between -140 and -150dB/Hz). For this reason and the fact that it can 
not be compensated by the action of OPLL, the intensity noise will not be considered 
in the analysis. It is possible to estimate the contribution of each of these noise sources 
towards the phase error 0^ by using the loop transfer function as follows [Ohtsu 92]:

= (5) -  N ,(s )  -  N , (5)] [1 -  / / ( j ) ]
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Where is the master phase fluctuation, is the slave laser phase fluctuation and N̂ . 
offset reference oscillator phase fluctuation. is the phase translated fluctuation due 
to the detector shot noise, which is given by multiplying the electrical shot noise by 
the phase detector constant. Figure 2.3.1 shows a block diagram of the linearised 
model of the heterodyne OPLL indicating the main sources of noise.

master laser 
phase noise

phase translated 
shot noise

master
laser offset generator 

phase noise

slave laser _ 
phase noise

loop
filter

slave
laser1/s kF(s)

Figure 2.3.1: Block diagram of the OPLL indicating the main sources of noise.

The behaviour of the main sources of noise will be given by the double sided spectra 
of the master laser phase noise (5 J ,  slave laser phase noise (S) and detector shot noise

% .).

From now on, the phase noise of the offset frequency generator will not be taken into 
account since it is usually much smaller than the first three noise sources (the 
linewidth of a reference signal generator operating at a few GHz would not be 
expected to exceed lOOHz, while the laser linewidths are of the order of MHz). Other 
minor sources of noise are also neglected.

2.3.1- Laser Phase Noise

The phase noise introduced by both the master and slave lasers is the most important 
factor influencing the performance of an OPLL. The gain and bandwidth of the loop 
has to be tailored mainly according to the spectrum of the laser phase noise. If the 
noise bandwidth of the lasers is large, then wide loop bandwidth is required. The laser 
phase noise is here analysed in terms of frequency noise (FM noise).
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Semiconductor laser FM noise usually consists of several components [Yamamoto 83] 
[Ohtsu 92]. The first main component is the frequency fluctuation originating from 
spontaneous emission resulting in white FM noise. The line a in Figure 2.3.2 
represents the spectral density of such noise.

10®

o_

.4 .7.2 ,3 .8 ,10.5 .9

frequency (Hz)

Figure 2.3.2: Schematic representation of the spectral density o f a single mode 
semiconductor laser FM noise (e). The different components are due to: 

a- spontaneous emission resulting in white FM noise, 
b- fluctuation of the carrier density, 
c- slow component due to self heating, 
d- flicker noise or 1 If noise.

The second intrinsic source of noise is the fluctuation of the carrier density, 
represented by the curve b in Figure 2.3.2. This frequency noise is due to the 
variations of the refractive index of the device waveguide caused by the fluctuation of 
the carrier density, which is optically pumped by the spontaneous emission. The ratio 
between the spectral density of noise due to the fluctuation of the carrier density and 
due to spontaneous emission is normally represented by a^, where a  is the linewidth 
enhancement factor [Henry 82]. This factor is of the order of 2 to 9 and depends on the 
construction of each particular laser such as the waveguide structure and the material 
of the active medium. A peak appears in the spectral density of the carrier density
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fluctuation noise at the relaxation oscillation frequency, normally above IGHz, which 
depends on the carrier life time, the photon life time and the ratio between the 
injection current and the threshold current. The frequency noise (FM noise) and the 
intensity noise (IM noise) are correlated to each other via the carrier density 
fluctuation.

An additional component at low frequencies is originated by the drift of the 
longitudinal mode frequency, represented by the curve c in Figure 2.3.2. This slowly 
fluctuating component is due to self heating by the current variations induced by the 
carrier density fluctuation. Also at low frequencies, flicker noise or 1/^noise is present, 
represented by the curve d in Figure 2.3.2. One possible origin of the V f  noise is 
carrier mobility fluctuation [Ohtsu 84]. Finally, the line e in Figure 2.3.2 represents 
the spectral densities of the FM noise Spj^(f) [Yamamoto 83], which is
related to the phase noise Spiff) [rad -̂Hz- ]̂ by:

2.3.2

An analytical approximation for the spectral density of the FM noise is given by 
[Ohtsu 92] [(rad/s)2/Hz]i

Where df^p is the linewidth of the laser due to spontaneous emission given by the 
Schawlow-Townes's formula, a  is the linewidth enhancement factor, f^p is the 
resonance frequency, 7  ̂ the damping constant of the laser, and Ç is the magnitude of 
the flicker noise.

Among the components of the laser FM noise, the low frequency components like the 
flicker noise are normally readily tracked with an OPLL as it usually is fast enough to 
track such slow frequency fluctuations. The effect of the resonance peak is not critical 
if the bandwidth of the OPLL system is not wider than this resonance frequency. In 
this case, it is sufficient to consider only the white component of the laser FM noise in 
the expression of the phase noise. The single sided spectral density of the master and 
slave laser phase noise can be approximated by [Grant 87] [Hodgkinson 85] [Steele 
88]:
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= ^  W W z ]  2.3.4

S j ( / )  =  - § ^  [rad2/Hz] 2.3.5

Where 5/„, and %  are the FWHM linewidth of the master and slave lasers 
respectively. When the values of the laser linewidth are measured experimentally, not 
only is the spontaneous emission noise taken in account, but the effect of the carrier 
density fluctuations and the low frequency fluctuations are included, as the
actual value of the linewidth is used.

2.3.2- Detector Shot Noise

Shot noise arises from the optical detection process due to the quantum nature of light. 
The spectral density of the shot noise is given by (neglecting the dark current):

^sna ( f )  = 2 e R ( P „ + P , )  [A^/Hz] 2.3.6

Where e is the electronic charge and R is the photodetector responsivity. The shot 
noise can be translated in terms of phase noise using equation (2.2.3):

Pu, (•s) =  k j  [0m  w  -  + Ss„ (.s) 2.3.7

Where is the power spectrum of the Uj signal and kp is the photodetector gain, 
given by:

kp= 2R ^JP ^^^^  2.3.8

The phase translated shot noise spectral density for the linearised OPLL model is 
given by:

Ssn ( / )  = K -  = [raf/Hz] 2.3.9
'  k l  2 R P „ P ,

For heterodyne systems, the photodetector generates shot noise as given by 
However, the contribution of the shot noise is doubled because the phase locking is 
carried out with a heterodyne signal [Ohtsu 92]. In an heterodyne OPLL, using only an
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analogue phase comparator, the spectral density of the phase translated shot noise is 
given by:

[rad^/Hz] 2.3.10

2.4- The Loop Filter

In this section, different kinds of loop filter are analysed, corresponding to different 
types of PLLs: the first order, the modified first order and the second order loop.

2.4.1- First order loop

The first order loop is the most simple of the systems, containing a loop filter with the 
following transfer function:

F{s) = l  2.4.1

and a gain k. The open loop transfer function is given by:

G{s)  = - F { s )  
s

The Bode diagram of this system is given in Figure 2.4.1

2.4.2

log IGI

-6dB/octave

CO =k

log CO

0
phase _gQ 
(deg)

Figure 2.4.1: Bode diagram of the open loop transfer function G(j(d) o f a first order
loop.
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First order loops are not normally used because only the gain of the loop can be 
modified by the designer to adjust the characteristics of the system. The loop 
bandwidth can not be controlled independently form the loop gain and often large gain 
and narrow bandwidth are required for good tracking.

2.4.2- Modified first order loop

The modified first order loop contains a loop filter with the following transfer 
function:

F ( i )  = — -—  2.4.3
sT i +  1

Where the time constant is related to the filter cut-off frequency/^ by:

This loop filter is basically an amplifier with a finite bandwidth given by . The 
modified first order loop can be seen as a more realistic version of the ideal first order 
loop, where the filter only provides gain. In this case, the format of the loop transfer 
function is given by:

k

= = ------- 3 ----  2.4.5
s +  k F { s )  + L

71

Strictly speaking, this kind of loop qualifies as a second order loop, as the denominator 
is of second degree. However, it is best regarded as a modified first order loop as its 
behaviour is similar to the first order loop [Gardner 79]. The loop natural frequency 
and damping factor are then given by:

2.4.6
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1 1
2 T i (j3„ 71 k

2.4.7

As there are only two parameters available (the amplifier gain and the cut-off 
frequency) and three loop parameter specifications to be met {k, o l )„ and Q, the loop 
parameters cannot be adjusted independently. If the gain is large and the bandwidth is 
small, the loop can become badly underdamped and the transient response will be poor 
[Gardner 79]. For the OPLL, wide bandwidth is generally an objective to improve 
laser phase noise suppression.

Figure 2.4.2 shows the Bode diagram of the open loop transfer function G(j(û) of a 
modified first order loop. It shows that adequate phase margin can easily be achieved 
in a high gain and wide bandwidth systems.

log I G I

-6dB/octave

-12dB/octave
l o g  CO1/T

phase _gQ_ 
(deg) _

-180 —

-  - L

Figure 2.42: Bode diagram of the open loop transfer function G(j(ù) o f a modified
first order loop.
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2.4.3- Second order loop

The most commonly used type of loop in phase-lock applications is the second order 
loop, in which a first order filter is used as the second pole is provided by the 
integration arising from the voltage-frequency conversion at the slave oscillator. The 
transfer function of such a filter is given by [Gardner 79]:

= 2.4.8
ïT i

Second order loops are normally preferred due to the ability to alter the dynamic 
response by varying the loop parameters. The extra pole in the feedback loop gives 
good tracking of frequency drifts and the dynamic phase tracking can be adjusted to 
suit the application. The format of the loop transfer function is given by:

= =  ̂ + 2 C m „ £  2.4.9 
s +  kF{ s )  + 2 ^ ( 0 „

Where k is the loop gain, co„ is the loop natural frequency and Ç is the damping factor. 
For the second order loop, co„ and Ç are given by:

2.4.10

2.4.11
2

It is possible to adjust the loop natural frequency and the damping independently by 
varying the values of 7; and T2  . Figure 2.4.3 shows the Bode diagram of the open 
loop transfer function G(/coj of an ideal second order loop.

However, when wide bandwidth is required, the finite bandwidth of the amplifiers and 
other components of the loop can cause phase lag and attenuation, negating the phase 
lead effect of the proportional gain part of the filter [Steele 88] as shown in Figure 
2.4.4.
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log I G I

-12dB/octave

logo)1/T

phase go 
(deg)

-180

 L _

Figure 2.4.3: Bode diagram of the open loop transfer function G(jcù) of an ideal
second order loop.

log I G I

logo)1/T

Figure 2.4.4: Bode diagram of the open loop transfer function G(j(ù) of second order
loop with an extra time constant.
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2.4.4- Third order loop

Third order loops are used in some PLL applications, being found more useful if the 
loop filter contains two cascaded integrators [Gardner 79]. The loop transfer function 
of such a system in given by:

H{s) =
kF{s) k(s  4-^2 .y + ag)

s-\-kF(s) k (s  ̂+ Ü2 s a ^ )

The Bode diagram of the open loop response is shown in Figure 2.4.5.

2.4.12

log IG I

,-18dB/octave

-6 dB/octave

logo)
0 -

phase _0 Q_ 
(deg) _

-180-

Figure 2.4.5: Bode diagram of the open loop transfer function G(joa) o f a third order
loop.

2.4.5- Comparison of loop filters

In radio and microwave frequencies applications of phase-lock techniques, the loop 
bandwidth is normally kept narrow to improve the tracking capabilities of the system
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[Gardner 79]. As in first order loops  ̂a reduction in loop bandwidth is invariably 
accompanied by a reduction of loop gain, they are not widely used due to their poor 
tracking ability. Second or third order loops can have high dc gains and narrow 
bandwidths thus improving the tracking and making them preferable.

However, in optical phase-lock loops using semiconductor lasers, wideband loops are 
necessary in order to handle the wideband phase noise from the lasers due to their 
wide linewidth. The use of wide bandwidths nevertheless can increase the effect of 
parasitic circuit elements, which can often cause a loop intended to be of a certain 
order to be actually of much higher order.

In real systems  ̂amplifiers and other loop components have restricted bandwidth which 
could present a problem. One other concern is that the slave laser oscillator may not 
behave as a perfect integrator, as assumed so far. The real frequency modulation 
response of the slave laser can also introduce unexpected poles into the final transfer 
function. Loop delay time is another factor which can limit the loop bandwidth. In 
these situations, the extra poles introduced by the finite bandwidth of the loop 
components can reduce the phase margin of the system and make the loop unstable.

This plus being more difficult to stabilise, makes the use of third and higher order 
loops not very attractive for use in OPLLs. Also, the closed loop parameters of third 
and higher order active networks tend to be very sensitive to changes of gain and 
circuit components [Gardner 79]. First order loops can become modified first order 
loops when wide bandwidths are used, due to the bandwidth limitation of the 
components.

Modified first order loops and second order loops are then the best option for the 
construction of an OPLL using semiconductor lasers. For the experiment described in 
Chapter 5, the filter used is basically an amplifier with a given bandwidth making the 
system a modified first order loop. This decision was taken in order to obtain better 
control of the system stability, by improving control over the phase margin of the 
loop. The bandwidth limitations of practical loops make the use of a modified first 
order loop often preferable for OPLLs using other than very narrow (kHz) linewidth 
lasers [Steele 88]. This decision proved to be wise as the limitations imposed by the 
slave laser FM response brought the behaviour of the loop closer to that of a second 
order loop.
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2.5- Loop delay time and Stability

2.5.1- Loop delay time;

So far the analysis presented has assumed negligible loop propagation delay time. 
However, for critically designed OPLLs when wide linewidth lasers are used and wide 
loop bandwidth is required, the assumption of zero time delay may result in instability 
problems. Roughly speaking, this assumption is not considered safe if the line widths 
of the sources involved are above 500kHz [Grant 87]. Delay time can limit the 
maximum loop bandwidth and therefore affect the loop noise performance. In order to 
take the influence of the loop propagation delay time into account, a new variable is 
introduced which represents the overall delay time of the loop, both optical and 
electrical. The Laplace transform of a time translation is given by:

L m - T ^ ) }  = e- s T , 2.5.1

Where 5( ) is the dirac function. As the system is considered linear, the various 
components of the loop delay can be combined together in one term and modelled as 
shown in the block diagram in Figure 2.5.1.

master

slave
laser

phase
detector

-̂sT,
1/s loop filter

1 kF(s)

O

time
delay

offset 
generator

Figure 2,5.1: Block diagram of a heterodyne OPLL including a propagation delay
time.

The new loop transfer function is then given by:

H{s) =
k F ( s ) e ~ '^ ‘‘ 

s + kF(s)e~''^‘‘
2.5.2
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2.5.2- Loop stability:

The primary concern of any control system designer is to avoid instabilities of the 
system which can result in oscillations and therefore loss of control. As an OPLL is 
basically an closed loop control system, stability conditions have to be set to assure 
proper operation. Loop delay time is an important factor to be considered when the 
loop stability is studied, as it modifies the phase of the open loop response towards 
reducing the phase margin.

One way of achieving stability is to calculate the values of the critical parameters of 
the loop for which the system starts to oscillate and then keep a safe margin from these 
critical values.

Modified first order loop:

It is possible to set the limits on loop stability by finding the critical value of O) for 
stability. This approach can be used to establish a stability criterion for a modified first 
order loop considering the effect of the loop propagation delay time. It is possible to 
consider the effect of this delay by including it into the open loop transfer function as 
follow:

k
G{s)  = - - --------- 2.5.3

y y T i + 1

Where is the total loop delay time. It is possible to calculate the maximum gain for 
a stable system by finding the critical angular frequency , where the phase of the 
open loop transfer function crosses -k radians:

~ ~ ^^ c r  7^ + tan"\co^^ Tj) = n  2.5.4

Using the following approximation: ( Tj<OA for an error of less than 5%):

t&n Tj^ = ^cr 2.5.5

The critical angular frequency is given by: 

n
(0.^ = --------------  2.5.6

2(7;^ +  71)
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As the open loop gain at this frequency must be less than one: 

k  1

^cr  -^1 + (CÔ  ̂ T^y
<1 2.5.7

The critical gain for a stable system can be calculated as:

K r  — ^ c r  (^ c r 2.5.8

A reduction of lOdB in loop gain is introduced to obtain a loop damping factor of 
0.707 [Ward 81]. Thus, the final expression for the maximum gain of the system is:

1 +
n T i

2(T^  + Tj)
2.5.9

Figure 2.5.2 shows a plot of this equation, giving the maximum gain for a stable 
system on a logarithmic scale for different values of loop delay time in ns 
against the loop filter cut-off frequency =U{2nT^), in GHz.

m

10

10

10
.20 .4 .6 .8 1

 ̂ d

(ns)

/ ,  (GHz)

Figure 2.5.2: Maximum gain k^ (given by equation 2.5.9) for different values o f loop 
delay time against the loop filter cut-off frequency f^.
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Second order loop:

Considering the use of ideal components (infinite bandwidth amplifiers), it is possible 
to set the limits on loop stability by finding the critical value of co for stability [Grant 
87]. The presence of loop delay time changes the open loop transfer function from the 
original second order loop expression to:

G  k ^ s T ^  

s sT^

The system becomes no longer a second order loop and the definitions of loop natural 
frequency and damping factor are not valid [Kuo 87]. However, it is possible to define 
new parameters called relative natural frequency and relative damping factor as the 
natural frequency and damping factor of the loop when the effect of loop delay time is 
neglected:

“ « 0 = . ^  2.5.11

Co = ^  2.5.12

The open loop phase response (equation 2.5.10) reaches n rad at the critical frequency 
given by:

7C + (0^  ̂ - t a n  \ ( 0 ^^T2 ) = k  2.5.13

For the gain to be less then 1 at this frequency:

7 l + ((0̂ r <1 2.5.14m l

The condition which satisfies both equations is derived in Appendix 1, giving:

„ .  , t a n - ' ( 2 L ^ 2 C + V < + l )

+1
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Making = 0.707: 

“ no <0.736 2.5.16

Substituting the value of , it is possible to calculate the critical value of gain 
allowed for a second order loop to be stable:

k ^ < 0 . 5 A \ \' ' c r
2.5.17

At the limit of the condition shown above, the loop operates in a critical situation, 
close to oscillation, making the real damping different form the value given by . 
Again a lOdB decrease in gain has to be introduced to keep a safe margin from the 
critical value and to assure a damping factor above 0.707. The maximum gain is then 
given by:

/ f c „ = - ^ ^ 0 .1 7 l T LK  
V ÏÔ

2.5.18

Figure 2.5.3 shows the variation of kJT^ with the loop delay time. This illustrates the 
strong restrictions imposed on the loop gain by the presence of loop delay in order to 
keep the system stable.

40 1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 10

delay time (ns)

Figure 2 5 3 :  kJT^ with the loop delay time for ^^=0707.
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However, it is possible to calculate kJT^ for other values of Figure 2.5.4 show the 
variation of kJT^ with the delay time for three different values of relative damping 
factor.

0.5

m

0 1 2 43 5

delay time (ns)

Figure 2.5.4: kJT^ with the loop delay time for a second order loop for several values
of relative damping factor.

2.6- Loop Performance

In order to design an OPLL, it is essential to relate the loop parameters to the overall 
performance of the system. For this reason, it is necessary to establish a criterion 
through which it is possible to measure the performance of the loop. In this section, 
three different criteria are considered: The spectrum of the phase error signal, the 
phase error variance and the average time between cycle slips.

The first criterion, the spectrum of the phase error signal depends on the 
interpretation of a graph. However, it gives more information about the behaviour of 
the loop and can help in the design and optimisation of the system. The phase error 
variance (a^), is the most commonly used criterion and is useful since it gives in a 
single number the amount of phase noise still present in the phase error signal. The last 
criterion, the average time between cycle slips (T̂ )̂, is closely related to the phase
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error variance, giving an easier understanding physical meaning to the parameter. As it 
takes into account the non linearity of the phase detector transfer function, this 
criterion is more suitable for dealing with loops having large amounts of phase noise, 
close to the linear limits. can be used to establish the conditions for the loop to 
lock, at the beginning of the OPLL design. The employment of first proposed in 
[Ramos 90] has already been used in [Fernando 90] and [Gliese 91].

2.6.1- Phase error signal spectrum

It is relatively easy to measure the spectral density of the phase error signal from an 
OPLL, as it is only necessary to connect a spectrum analyser to the output of the phase 
detector. This measurement is very important because from it all the other 
performance parameters can be abstracted. Thus it is desirable to be able to predict the 
shape of this spectrum.

The phase error for the loop, including phase noise of the optical signals and 
photodetector shot noise, can be taken from equation (2.3.1):

+ [ A T ,„ ( i ) ] [ / / ( i ) ]

The spectrum of the phase error SJf) can be calculated by using the phase noise 
spectrum of each source of noise given in section 2.3:

S e ( f )  =  [ S m ( f )  +  W ]  [|1  -  m j 2 K f i f  ^  ^

Where H(j2nf) is the closed loop frequency response of the OPLL, S^Jf) is the 
detector shot noise and SJf)  and SJf) are the double sided spectra of the master and 
slave lasers phase noise. It is assumed that the offset frequency source phase noise can 
be made small relative to the laser phase noise.

Using equation 2.6.2 it is possible to estimate the spectrum of the phase error signal 
by substituting the expressions of the master and slave lasers phase noise spectrum, 
shot noise and the loop transfer function. Substituting the expressions of S^Jf)y SJf)  
and Sff)  given in Section 2.3 into equation (2.6.2):
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^ £ ( ^ L ± ^ | / / ( y 2 j c / f  2.6.3
RPmPs

Figures 2.6.1a and h show 5̂  and the spectrum of the phase noise of the lasers 5/ 
(which is the sum of the spectmm of the master and slave lasers). The summed 
linewidth is fixed at 5MHz and the loop delay time at 3ns. Figure 2.6.1(a) corresponds 
to a modified first order loop in which the loop filter cut-off frequency is 500MHz. 
Figure 2.6.1(b) corresponds to a second order loop.

The first curve of was plotted using the value of loop gain when the value of the 
critical gain k̂ j. was divided by 10̂ /̂  (which is 3.16) introducing a reduction of lOdB to 
the critical gain in order to keep the loop damping factor above 0.707. The second 
curve uses half of k^̂ ., the third curve uses k j \ .5  and the last curve uses k̂ .̂ Note that 
as the gain k is increased and gets closer to its critical value, the spectrum of the phase 
error signal starts peaking at frequencies close to the loop natural frequency. For 
values of loop gain above the critical, this peaking tends towards infinity and the loop 
starts to oscillate.

Comparing Figure 2.6.1 (a) and (b), it can be seen that the second order loop presents 
much lower phase noise at low frequencies due to the integrator in the loop filter, 
while the modified first order loop presents finite low frequency phase noise. 
However, the modified first order loop displays lower phase noise levels at frequencies 
near the loop natural frequency and allow the use of wider loop bandwidth before it 
becomes unstable.

One way of estimating the loop bandwidth is to find the frequency at which the 
spectmm of the phase error for the locked loop becomes higher than the free-mnning 
phase error signal spectrum. In other words, the frequency where crosses 5/, as 
indicated in Figure 2.6.1(a) and (b) (in this case, at about 24MHz and 22MHz for the 
first curve of each (a) and (b) plots respectively). However for high values of loop 
gain, when the damping factor is low, the loop natural frequency is more easily 
determined, what can be done by observing the peaking frequency of the phase error 
signal spectmm.
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Figure 2.6.1(a): Spectrum of the phase error signal S^for a modified first order loop 
for several values of loop gain. The summed spectrum of the phase noise o f the lasers

Si is also shown.
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Figure 2.6.1(b): Spectrum of the phase error signal S^for a second order loop for 
several values of loop gain. The summed spectrum of the phase noise o f the lasers Si is

also shown. t^^=0.707.
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This modelling, however, does not take into account the non uniform frequency 
response of loop components such as the phase detector and the slave laser FM 
response, which can introduce significant changes to the graphs in Figure 2.6.1. The 
slave laser FM response was considered to be flat for all frequencies in the analysis so 
far. However, this is not the case for most current tuned semiconductor laser sources, 
as will be discussed in Chapter 3.

In Section 2.5.2 it was shown how to calculate the maximum gain in a second order 
loop for different values of relative damping factor. Figure 2.6.2 show the spectrum of 
the phase error signal Se using for = 0.5, 0.707 and 1.0, and for the free running 
case SI.

Se, SI
• Se Ç =0.707

rad
Hz

,-10

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

frequency (MHz)

Figure 2.6.2: Spectrum of the phase error signal SJor a second order loop for several 
values of relative damping factor. The summed spectrum of the phase noise of the

lasers S[ is also shown.
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2.6.2- Beat signal spectrum

In order to know the spectral shape of the detected beat signal between the master and 
slave lasers in a heterodyne OPLL, some approximations are made to simplify the 
calculations. The phase error signal coming from the phase error amplifier is injected 
into the slave laser which is tuned accordingly so that the error is minimised. This is 
equivalent to saying that the slave laser is frequency modulated by the phase error 
signal. Assuming that the modulation index P is small enough, P<0.2, it is possible to 
make the so called narrow band FM approximation. In this approximation it is 
assumed that for each frequency of the input signal spectrum there is a corresponding 
component at the output proportional to the modulation index. The details of this 
approximation are given in Appendix 2, where the expression to estimate the detected 
power spectral density of the beat signal from the phase error spectrum SJ(ù) is 
derived, given by:

Sj ((0) =  A r i R ^  7i / j  2.6.4
kd (Ù

Where r, is the photodetector load resistance, R is the photodetector resposivity A is 
the photodetector illuminated area, /y and I2  are the optical intensity of the slave and 
master lasers, kjia)  is the frequency response of the slave laser and is the phase

detector gain.

Assuming the frequency response of the slave laser is uniform for all frequencies and 
equal to a constant k̂  ̂ , the spectmm of the beat signal will be proportional to the

spectmm of the error signal divided by cô . Figures 2.6.3(a) and (b) show such 
spectrum for a modified first order loop (a) and for a second order loop (b) (^^=0.707) 
respectively. The summed linewidth is fixed at 5MHz and the loop delay time at 3ns. 
For each case, several values of gain were used as in Figure 2.6.1. A normalised 
resolution bandwidth of IHz is assumed.

Figure 2.6.4 shows the estimation of the beat signal spectra for a second order 
loop, for three different values of relative damping factor, Çq=0.5, 0.707 and 1.0, using 
the value of kJT^ calculated as in Section 2.5.2 for each value of
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(a) Relative power spectral density 
for a modified first order loop.

SI/0)2
------------Sê )̂ (for k=km )
..............Se/G)2 (for k=kg  ̂/2)
— - — - - SĜ if (for k=kg^/1.5)
----------- Se/o)̂ (for k=k^  ̂)
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frequency (MHz)
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(b) Relative power spectral density 
for a second order loop.

81/ 0)"
----------- Se/o)̂ (for k=km)
...............Se/co" (for k=k J 2)

-100 -80 -60 -40 -20 0 20 40

frequency (MHz)
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Figure 2.6.3: Estimation of the beat signal spectra for several values of loop gain: 
(a) for a modified^^t order loop and (b)for a second order loop, ^^=0.707.
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Figure 2.6.4: Estimation of the beat signal spectra for several values o f relative 
damping factor for a second order loop.

2.6.3- Phase error variance

The variance is a statistical parameter which gives the average value of the square of 
the deviation of a variable in relation to its mean value. It is normally used as a 
measure of the spread of a distribution. It is very convenient to use this parameter to 
evaluate the quality of phase locking, as it is possible to calculate the variance of the 
error signal relative to its ideal value (zero radians). In order to estimate the phase 
error variance theoretically, it is necessary first to establish an expression for the phase 
error signal and relate it to different sources of noise in the loop.

As the spectral density of the squared phase error Sff)  is already the distribution of the 
square of the deviation of the phase, the variance of the phase error can be calculated 
by the integration of Sff)  over the whole spectrum, giving the following expression 
[Hodgkinson 85] [Grant 87] [Ohtsu 92]:

] [ S M )  +  5 . ( / ) ]  [|1 -  H i j l T r f i f  d f  + j ( / ) ]  [ \H( j2Kf i { f  df
0 0

2 .6.5
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Substituting the expressions for Ŝ „(/), SJf)  and Ŝ (f) given in section 2.3 into equation 
(2.6.3):

+%  r
71 J f RPmPs

2.6.6
From this equation two integrals can be isolated: /  given by:

1 -  H{j2% f )

f
df 2.6.7

and the loop noise bandwidth , given by:

2.6.8

Equation (2.6.6) can be rewritten: 

7 _  ^p ,
n

2.6.9

Where 5 /is the summed linewidth:

5 / =  5/™,+ 5/, 2.6.10

Where 5/̂ , and %  are the FWHM linewidth of the master and slave lasers 
respectively. Figure 2.6.5 shows the phase error variance for a modified first order 
loop as function of the loop filter cut-off frequency for several values of loop delay 
time, plotted using numerical integration to obtain and B^. The value of the loop 
gain is the maximum for each point. In Figure 2.6.5(a) the summed linewidth is 
fixed at 5MHz, while in Figure 2.6.5(b) two sets of graphs are given for 2 and lOMHz 
summed linewidth. The values of /?=0.35, P^=l|iW and f^=l)iW were fixed to reduce 
the number of variables for the graphs in this chapter.

From Figure 2.6.5, it is possible to see that the influence of the loop delay time on the 
overall loop performance becomes considerably stronger when wide bandwidth filters 
are used, as the lines corresponding to each value of delay diverge from each other
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with an increase of/,. If the summed linewidth is lOMHz and the loop filter bandwidth 
is below 5MHz, the phase error variance reaches the critical value of 2.46rad^ (jt^/4
rad^), unless narrower linewidth lasers are used (as shown in Figure 2.6.5(b)). Above 
this critical value the loop is considered out of lock, though good locking requires 
phase error variances of the order of O.Olrad  ̂, as explained in Section 2.6.

It is important to notice that the value of phase error variance goes down sharply with 
increasing loop bandwidth until a certain value of / ,  (in this case about lOOMHz), 
above which becomes less and less sensitive to Above this specific value of 
the influence of the laser phase noise towards the deterioration of the loop 
performance is overtaken by the influence of the detector shot noise. This behaviour 
can be explained by the expression for the phase error variance, as the component 
containing the contribution of the lasers phase noise is multiplied by ll-//(/27t/)F, 
while the shot noise is multiplied by \H(j2nf)\' .̂ So, an increase of loop bandwidth 
tends to suppress the influence of the laser phase noise, but at the same time it allows 
more shot noise into the system. Theoretically it would be possible to operate using a 
loop with an optimum bandwidth, however in practice this value of / .  would be 
prohibitively high as the phase noise generated by the lasers is normally much larger 
than the shot noise.

Figure 2.6.6(a) gives the phase error variance of a modified first order loop as function 
of the loop delay time for several values of loop filter cut-off frequency, where 
maximum loop gain is calculated for each point and the summed linewidth is fixed 
at 5MHz. It shows that there is an almost linear relation between the phase error 
variance and loop delay time for the loop design. Figure 2.6.6(b) shows the phase error 
variance for a second order loop as function of loop delay time for relative damping 
factor 0.5, 0.707 and 1.0. It was also obtained by using numerical integration to 
obtain Ip and and maximum value of the loop gain for each point. As the value 
of the phase error variance can be changed by varying the integration interval of Ip and 

, an interval of ten times the natural frequency is used.

Considering the curves in Figure 2.6.6(a) and (b) to be linear, it is possible to calculate 
the inclination of these curves which gives the degradation rate of the phase error 
variance with the loop delay time. This rate is about 0.057radVns for the modified first 
order loop curves and 0.0Bradons for the 0.707 second order loop curve, 
0.076radVns for the 0.5 and 0.062rad^/ns for the 1.0 curve. This means that 
the curves in Figure 2.6.6(b) are steeper than those in Figure 2.6.6(a), indicating that 
second order loops are more sensitive to changes of loop delay time than modified first 
order loops. For second order loops, lower sensitivity to delay time is observed when 
the system is critically damped (^^=1).
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Figure 2.6.5: Phase error variance for a modified first order loop as function of the 
loop filter cut-off frequency for several values of loop delay time (maximum loop gain

k^for each point):
(a) Summed linewidth 5/= 5MHz; (b) Summed linewidth 0/= 2 and lOMHz.
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Figure 2.6.6(a): Phase error variance for a modified first order loop as function of the 
loop delay time for several values of loop filter cut-off frequency (maximum loop gain

k^for each point).
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Figure 2.6.6(b): Phase error variance for a second order loop as function o f the loop 
delay time for several values of relative damping factor (maximum loop gain k^for

each point).
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From Figure 2.6.6(b) it is possible to see that a change in relative damping factor has 
the effect of changing the influence of the loop delay time on the phase error variance. 
Figure 2.6.7 shows how the phase error variance varies with for a fixed loop delay 
time of 3ns, where the maximum loop gain is calculated for each point and the 
summed linewidth is fixed at 5MHz. the phase error variance is seen not to be a strong 
function of However, a marginally better performance can be achieved when the 
system is critically damped (^^=1).

0.2 - -

0.1 - -

0.5 0.55 0.6 0.65 0.7 0.75 0.8 0.85 0.950.9 1
relative damping factor Ç ^

Figure 2.6.7: Phase error variance as function of^^. Loop delay time 3 ns, summed 
linewidth 5MHz, maximum loop gain is calculated for each point.

2.6.4- Cycle slipping criterion

It is important to remember that at the beginning of this chapter an approximation was 
made by considering the transfer function of the phase detector to be linear. However, 
the response of the normally used analogue phase detector is sinusoidal as given by 
Equation (2.2.3) and can only be considered linear for small values of phase error. 
However, for marginally operating OPLLs, the distribution of the phase error can be 
placed above this limit. Figure 2.6.8 represents the response of an analogue phase 
detector. For values of phase error above one radian the phase detector can not be 
considered linear and the efficiency of the phase detection becomes very low. If the 
phase error is increased even further, around nil radians, the device loses any phase 
detection capability and the loop drops out of lock. From this moment, two things can 
happen: The loop can acquire lock again coming back to the same sector of the phase
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detector transfer function or it can skip a whole cycle of the sinusoidal response and 
return to lock at another sector of the curve. This last event is normally called cycle 
slip.

unstable point (loss of lock)

new control sectionlinear region

', cycle-slip

phase
detector

response

-1 0 2tc

phase error (rad)

Figure 2.6.8: Response of an analogue phase detector.

If the performance of the loop is good, presenting a low value of phase error variance, 
cycle slips are not very likely to occur. Nevertheless, if the phase error variance is 
about Irad^, cycle slips will occur frequently and for values of above 7tV4rad  ̂ the 
cycle slips would happen so often that the system would be considered completely out 
of lock.

There is a finite probability that a noise-induced phase excursion will throw the loop 
out of lock causing the slave laser to slip one or more cycles. The average time 
between such events, assuming zero mean phase error, can be approximated by 
[Gardner 79]:

2 .6.11

Figure 2.6.9 gives a graph of (on log scale) against the loop delay time using the 
values of phase error variance shown before when the summed linewidth was fixed at 
5MHz, for a modified first order loop (a) and a second order loop (b). Note that for 
loop filter bandwidths above lOOMHz, in Figure 2.6.9(a), there is a dramatic variation 
of the average time between cycle slips with the loop delay time, as it can drop from 
10 years to 1 second due to a increase of only 1.5 ns of T .̂ For the second order loop.
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Figure 2.6.9(b), this drop of is even more dramatic, as an increase of Ins (from 0.5
to 1.5ns) can cause a fall of from thousands of years to 10ms.
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Figure 2.6.9(a) : for a modified first order loop against the loop delay time for
several values of loop filter cut-off frequency (summed linewidth = 5MHz).

delay time (ns)

Figure 2.6.9(b): for a second order loop against the loop delay time for several
values of relative damping factor (summed linewidth = 5 MHz).
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By combining equation (2.6.19) and (2.6.11), it is possible to calculate the maximum 
summed linewidth 0/^ for which a minimum average cycle slipping interval is 
maintained:

m
K 2

4 In B P m B s
I n }

2.6.12

Figure 2.6.10 gives the maximum summed linewidth 5/^ against the loop delay time 
when Tgy is given the value of 10 years (3.15x10* seconds), for: (a) modified first 
order loop (for several values of loop cut-off frequency) and (b) second order loop (for 
several values of relative damping factor). Note that this requirement can not normally 
be met if the summed linewidth of master and slave lasers exceeds 10 MHz (even 
using wide bandwidth loop filters), representing a severe restriction for conventional 
semiconductor lasers. This suggests that reliable OPLLs could be realised in three 
ways:

- The use of non-conventional very narrow semiconductor lasers. This is 
possible by employing linewidth narrowing techniques such as the use of an 
external cavity or negative electrical feedback. A better option is to make use 
of newly developed narrow linewidth monolithic semiconductor lasers, such as 
long cavity distributed feedback (DFB) lasers and quantum well (QW) lasers.
- The use of very low loop delay time. This can be achieved by reducing the 
physical size of the assemblage, through the integration of parts of the OPLL 
or the whole system.
- A combination of both.

When the OPLL is used for optical frequency synthesis, such as for generating channel 
offsets in a dense wavelength division multiplexing system, can be a very useful 
parameter to describe the performance of the system. The criterion of minimum 
average time between cycle slips of 10 years was established to provide reliable 
operation in practical systems [Ramos 90]. This same criterion was used to establish 
laser linewidth requirements (as show above) for OPLLs employed in coherent optical 
beam forming networks in satellites [Gliese 91].
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Figure 2.6.10(a) : Maximum laser summed linewidth against the loop delay time for 
several values of loop filter cut-off frequency for a modified first order loop

(T^=10years).
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Figure 2.6.10(b) : Maximum laser summed linewidth against the loop delay time for a 
second order loop for several values of relative damping factor (T = 10 years).
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However, if the OPLL is used as phase demodulator in a PSK system, the effect of 
cycle slips on the performance of the system can be translated in terms of the 
contribution of this phenomenon towards the over all bit error rate BER of the 
receiver. When the loop is unlocked (cycle slipping state), the probability of bit error 
occurring is 0.5 [Wolejsza 76] [Kazovsky 86]. The cycle slip contribution to bit error 
rate BER^^ can be estimated by:

L 2a" J
= K 2.6.13

Note that BER^^ does not take into account the error due to phase jitter without cycle 
slips. Figure 2.6.11 shows the behaviour of BER^^ against the loop delay time, when 
the laser summed linewidth is fixed at 5MHz for: (a) a modified first order loop (for 
several values of loop filter cut-off frequency) and (b) a second order loop (for several 
values of relative damping factor). For a modified first order loop, reasonable values 
of BER^^ are achievable if loop filter bandwidths above lOOMHz are used, when the 
dependence of BER^^ on the loop delay time is very sharp.
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Figure 2.6.11(a) : BER^  ̂against the loop delay time for several values of loop filter 
cut-off frequency for a modified first order loop when the laser summed linewidth is

fixed at 5MHz.
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Figure 2,6.11(b) : BER^  ̂against the loop delay time for a second order loop for 
several values of relative damping factor, when the summed linewidth is fixed at

5MHz.

Again, the maximum value of summed linewidth can be calculated for a given limit 
value of BER^ ,̂ as given below:

8 / .  =  f
P

-K

21n 4 BERcs

K

2.6.14

Figure 2.6.12 gives the maximum summed linewidth %  against the loop delay time 
when BER^^ is lO*̂ ®, for: (a) a modified first order loop (for several values of loop 
filter cut-off frequency) and (b) a second order loop (for several values of relative 
damping factor). Note that this criterion is looser than that used before (T̂  ̂ = 10 
years), allowing wider linewidth lasers to be used.
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Figure 2.6.12(a) : Maxwmm summed linewidth against the loop delay time for a 
modified first order loop, for several values of loop cut-off frequency, when BER^  ̂is

given the value of 10-̂ .̂
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2.7- Conclusion

2.7.1- Main conclusions

A review of previous theoretical studies has been presented, followed by the basic 
OPLL theory. The main sources of noise have been identified and their effects studied. 
The loop filter design has been discussed, showing different loop orders. It was 
concluded that modified first order and second order loops were the most likely to 
meet the requirements of an OPLL using semiconductor lasers. It was also decided to 
use a modified first order loop for the final experiment.

The influence of the loop delay time on the loop stability was studied and stability 
conditions were set for both modified first order and second order loops. The relation 
between loop parameters was established to allow loop design. The main loop 
parameters involved are: lasers linewidth, loop gain, loop filter bandwidth and loop 
delay time.

The loop performance was first analysed by predicting the shape of the phase error 
signal and the beat signal, showing that it is possible to obtain wider loop bandwidth if 
modified first order loops are used. The phase error variance was then calculated and 
the effect of the loop delay time was observed. It was found that second order loops 
are more sensitive to variations of delay time than modified first order loops. For 
second order loops, the phase error variance was found to be a weak function of 
However, a marginally better performance can be achieved when the system is 
critically damped (^^=1)

Finally, the loop performance was examined by calculating the average time between 
cycle slips, which was noticed to be a strong function of loop delay time. The 
maximum summed linewidth allowed to keep the average time between cycle slips 
above 10 years was calculated, also including the loop delay time. Loop delay has 
been shown to impose severe restrictions on this maximum linewidth. The 
contribution of the cycle slips towards the total bit error rate was calculated and the 
maximum summed linewidth allowed to keep this contribution below ICf̂ o was also 
calculated. The >10 years criteria was seen to be compatible with the normal 
digital communication criteria, as it is harder to achieve than the 5£’/?<10-  ̂ criteria. 
The advantage of the cycle slip criteria introduced here is that it is based on a 
parameter of the loop itself, making it useful for all OPLL applications.
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2.7.2- Discussion

The optical path length equivalent to a delay time of 1 ,2  and 3 ns in a medium of 
refractive index 1.5 would be 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 metres respectively. When optical fibre 
or bulk optics are used, it is difficult to obtain a system with a path length less than 0.5 
metre, seriously restricting the performance of the loop when the summed linewidth is 
of the order of MHz. The use of integrated optics systems will allow the commercial 
development of these kind of OPLLs in the future. The use of monolithic microwave 
integrated circuits (MMICs) in the electrical part of the system would also help to 
reduce the total loop delay time, improving the loop performance.

If the loop delay time is kept at 0.5ns the system would require lasers with a maximum 
summed linewidth of 7MHz (500MHz filter bandwidth assumed) for a modified first 
order loop or 6MHz for a second order loop. Such a loop would be difficult, although 
possible, to realise with commercially available DFB lasers, but should be straight
forward with current tuned external cavity lasers [Mellis 88]. The recently reported 
monolithic tunable lasers with sub-MHz linewidths [Kotaki 89] should permit use of 
the OPLL offset frequency generation scheme in future systems. The tuning speed 
restrictions of plasma effect tuning, as used in most tunable semiconductor lasers, can 
be modelled, approximately, by adjusting/^. To overcome this problem multi section 
lasers [Yamazaki 85] or even reverse bias tuned quantum well structures [Cai 89] 
could be used as slave lasers.
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Chapter 3 

Optical Design

3.1- Introduction

Due to the limitations imposed on the maximum delay time, the physical size of the 
OPLL has to be reduced to a minimum. This limitation determines the kind of optical 
arrangement used and the characteristics of each component in the system. As was 
suggested at the end of Chapter 2, the ideal solution would be the use of an 
optoelectronic integrated circuit (OEIC) in which the physical dimensions could be 
kept sub-millimetric. Although almost all of the loop components have already been 
demonstrated to be able to be integrated, this technology is still not readily available 
and the integration of devices such as optical isolators remains a difficulty.

OEIC technology is advancing rapidly and it will make possible the production of 
reliable OPLLs in the near future. Some very recent work [Koch 91] [Charles 92] has 
been done in the direction of integrating laser, optical waveguide and couplers, which 
are the main components of OPLLs. For our experiment, however, discrete 
components have to be used, making the design very critical.

This chapter concentrates on the design of the optical section of the OPLL experiment. 
Some comments are made on how the optical mixing is carried out, followed by a 
discussion on optical isolation and an evaluation of the amount of optical 
misalignment tolerable in order to retain an effective optical mixing. Quantum well 
lasers are introduced and the main characteristics of the double quantum well lasers 
used in the final experiment are presented.

3.2- Optical combining

The initial idea was to use an optical fibre coupler for combining the signals from the 
master and slave lasers, as illustrated in Figure 3.2.1. However, for efficient optical 
mixing at the detector surface, both signals need to be presented with the same 
polarisation state. The use of fibre optics would introduce the problem of adjusting the 
polarisation of these two signals, since fibres do not normally keep the state of 
polarisation of the signal. The use of a polarisation control system would be necessary 
[Steele 88] which would increase the complexity of the system and introduce an 
undesirable extra delay to the loop. As the polarisation of reflected beams would also
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be modified by the fibre, a Faraday rotation optical isolator, which blocks reflections 
with any polarisation state, would be required. Fuithermore, the use of a fibre coupler 
would introduce a relatively longer optical path length due to its physical length, its 
refractive index and the need for Faraday rotation optical isolators, introducing a 
prohibitive delay time into the loop. Delays well above 5ns could be expected, 
requiring sub-MHz linewidth lasers, as was discussed in Chapter 2 (Figure 2.6.7). It 
would also introduce severe losses in launching the radiation into single mode fibre. It 
was therefore decided to use a beam splitter cube to combine the laser outputs, as 
shown in Figure 3.2.2, instead of an optical fibre coupler.

master
laser

0
lens

polarisation
controller

fibre
coupler photo

detector

isolator slave
laser

0130'= '

circuit

Figure 3.2.1: Block diagram of an OPLL using optical fibre.

1 / 4 ^ '
wave

. /  plate 
polarising

beam splitter rn
cl I j-

circuit

Figure 3.2.2: Block diagram of an OPLL using bulk optics.

This solution can be used in the laboratory, but it presents some problems which are 
undesirable for commercial applications. Firstly, it is still too big as loop delay time is 
unlikely to be lower than Ins with this kind of arrangement. It does not solve the
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problem of polarisation sensitivity if the signal from the master laser is brought 
through an optical fibre. It requires fine optical alignment, as will be seen in section 
3.4. It is sensitive to vibrations and temperature fluctuations. Most of these problems 
could be solved by the use of an OEIC.

3.3- Optical isolation

Commercial optical isolators are based on the Faraday rotation effect. A polariser is 
placed at the input in order to allow only a linearly polarised beam to pass through the 
isolator. This beam is coupled into a high birefringence crystal under a constant 
magnetic field given by a permanent magnet to provide a 45° rotation on the signal 
polarisation due to the Faraday effect. A second polariser at the output is positioned 
45° relative to the first one as shown in Figure 3.3.1.

CP

A
input

polariser

magnetic 
field

(Vl\
output

V__v m
crystal polariser

Figure 3.3 J: Faraday rotation isolator.

Faraday rotation isolators are very effective for protection against reflections, 
providing about 30 dB isolation and blocking any reverse signal independent of its 
state of polarisation. However, long crystals are needed to provide enough rotation at 
830 nm, making the effective optical path length through the isolator of the order of 
180 mm. Some isolators use shorter crystals, but the beam is passed through the 
crystal several times resulting in the same effective optical path length. For these 
reasons, Faraday rotation isolators are only used outside the loop to prevent reflections 
from the monitoring instruments (optical spectmm analyser and scanning Fabry Perrot 
interferometer) disturbing loop operations.
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For use inside the loop another kind of isolator can be used, made of a combination of 
a polariser and a quarter-wave plate, as shown in Figure 3.3.2. A polariser at the input 
provides a linear polarised beam with a 45° offset from the main axis of a quarter- 
wave plate which transforms the polarisation of the signal into circular polarisation. If 
the signal is reflected back, the quarter-wave plate re-transforms its polarisation into 
linear, but now at 90° relative to the input polariser which blocks the reflected beam. 
This kind of isolator provides protection against simple reflections, but is ineffective 
against reflection after transmission through optical fibres since they change the state 
of polarisation of the guided signal. However it can be used inside the loop where 
there is no fibre, avoiding the long delays of a Faraday isolator. In the OPLL 
experiment it is desirable to use the same kind of isolation for the master and slave 
lasers, in order to match both polarisation states for optical mixing.

CP

input

¥

output

poliriser quarter 
wave 
plate

Figure 33.2: Isolator using quarter-wave plate and polariser.

3.4- Alignment

The use of a beam splitter brings the problem of alignment. Both beams must have 
coincident wavefronts in order to produce optical mixing at the detector. This section 
analyses the influence of a misalignment angle between the wavefronts on the 
heterodyning process [Richards 85]. Figure 3.4.1 shows a diagram representing the 
wavefronts of two electrical fields, ê  and 2̂ » incident on the square active area of a 
photodiode of side /.
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laser 2laser 1

photodiode active region

/

Figure 3.4.1: Diagram o f the wavefronts of two misaligned lasers inciding on a
photodetector active region.

The misalignment angle is given by 0. The electrical fields in the x  direction are given 
by:

6\x COS((Oi^+ (|)i)

€2 x =  ^2 C0s6 C0S((Û2  ̂+ (|)2 “  Pa: )

3.4.1

3.4.2

Where and £2 the maximum amplitude of the electrical fields, cOi and (ùj are 
their angular frequencies, (|>i and ^ 2  their phases and is the phase constant in the jc 
direction of the laser 2, given by:

Pa: = - ^ s i n ( 0 )  =  — sin (0 )  
7̂ 2 0

3.4.3

Where X is the wavelength of ^2- The optical intensity of each signal is given by:

.2

, _ ( £ 2 / V 2 ) -

3.4.4

3.4.5
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Where T| is the characteristic impedance of the medium. Rewriting:

E y = 2^y \ / j  3.4.6

^2  ~  2-y/îl ^2 3.4.7

The total electrical field incident on the detector surface is:

^t ~  ^\x ^2x

The total optical intensity is then:

7 ^ — / t | — 2 |^ / j  + /2  COS ( 0 )  +

3.4.9
+ 2 .y 7 j /^ C O S (0 ) c O s ( ( (O j  — CÛ2 ) f  +  (j)i ~  (|)2 +  4-

+ /i cos(2coir + 2(t)i ) + 12 cos^ (0)cos^ (2 cû2f + 2^2  ~  +

-h 2 y f T J ^ CO S(0)COs((CO i +  (Û2 ) f  +  (t)i +  (1)2 -

Appendix 3 shows the derivation of equation 3.4.9.

Considering a photodetector with a square surface of side /, the photo current at the 
photodetector terminals is given by:

ip = R I  ^  3.4.10

Where R is the photodetector responsivity. The last three terms of the expression of Cf 
are not taken in account, since ip cannot have components at optical frequencies. Thus:

If — R l[I\ + I 2  cos^ (0)] 4"
3.4.11

-{-2R lyJ  1^/2  C O S(0) COS[((Oj — CÛ2 4- (|)j — (|)2 4-
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i = R l[ li +  I 2  COŜ  (0)] +

sm

P;cX 
V ^ J

C O s(((O j — CÛ2 )^ +  (|)i — (|)2 )
3.4.12

which can be split into a dc component and a signal component :

d̂c ~  ^2 (@)] 3.4.13

sm
=2Rl.yjTj2COs(Q)

I jV 2 7

Pa:T 
V ^  J

COs((COj — CO2 )  ̂+  (j)i ~  C{̂ 2 )  3.4.14

When the photodetector is loaded with a resistance , the dissipated power is given 
by:

Pdc =  n d d c  f = r , R ^ l ^ U i + l 2  c o s ' (0 ) ] ' 3.4.15

Psig= n
v V 2 j

= 2 r,/? '/'/i/2C O s'(0 )
sm

p4

3.4.16

Where is the maximum amplitude of For: 

27:
Px -  — sin0

At2
3.4.17

The final expression relating and 0 is:
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^ , ( k I  , sm -—smB
1^2 J
k I sinB

3.4.18

The photodetector used in the experimental work was a GEC high speed GaAs PIN 
photodiode, which has a responsivity of 0.35A/W @ 830nm and /=30|im. Assuming Ij 
and I2  are both constants, it is possible to relate to 0. Figure 3.4.2 shows the loss 
inflicted on P ,̂^(0) in dB in relation to Pj,^(0), the signal power when there is no 
misalignment, against the misalignment angle 6. From the graph, a misalignment of 1° 
would penalise the signal power by 6.8dB, while the 3dB penalty angle would be 0.7°.

misalignment angle (degrees) 
.3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9

“1 • •

- 2 - '

loss due to ’ 
misalignment

(dB) _4 - .

-5 " ■

-6 ■ ‘

Figure 3.4.2: Degradation o f the signal power with misalignment.

Figure 3.4.3 shows the procedure used for aligning the lasers. A screen is positioned at 
a distance of 60 cm from the beam splitter where the two beams are combined. When 
the two spots are no more than 1mm apart, the misalignment angle is less than 0.1°, 
what gives a penalty of less than 0.07dB.
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Figure 3.4.3: Procedure for laser alignment.

3.5- Quantum well lasers

3.5.1-The double quantum well laser

Two double quantum well separated confinement heterostructure (DQW-SCH) metal 
clad ridge waveguide GaAs/AlGaAs laser diodes are used as master and slave lasers in 
the final OPLL experiment described in Chapter 5 (Northern Telecom/STC LT40-82) 
[Garrett 87] [Daniel 89]. The same principles seen in the sections 3.6.2 and 3.6.3 can 
be applied here as the two wells are placed far enough from each other so that there is 
no coupling between them. Under this condition, each well can be treated as an 
individual well. The second quantum well is added in order to increase the output 
optical power of the device and to improve optical confinement.

The DQW-SCH lasers are grown by metal organic chemical vapour deposition 
(MOCVD), where the two undoped GaAs quantum wells are incorporated into an 
Al^Gaj.xAs central region which is sandwiched between cladding layers of AlyGaj. 
yAs of higher A1 concentration. These devices have threshold currents of about 25mA 
and optical power output of 14mW at 40mA bias current. Output power of 175 mW is 
achievable with these devices for continuos wave operation with single spatial mode 
[Daniel 89]. The front facet has an Alumina coating resulting in a 5% reflectivity 
while the back facet has an Aluminium coating with 90% reflectivity. Due to the low 
reflectivity of the coated front facet, these lasers are sensitive to optical reflections and 
suitable optical isolation must be added for stable operation. Figure 3.5.1 shows the 
schematic diagram of a DQW-SCH metal-clad ridge waveguide laser, having a 600 |i 
m long Fabry Perot cavity.
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Figure 3.5.1: Schematic diagram of a DQW-SCH metal-clad ridge waveguide laser.

Figure 3.5.2 shows the output optical power as a function of injected current for a new 
device and for the same device after one month. Note there is a substantial increase on 
the value of the threshold current (from 25 to 39mA). The nature of this ageing is not 
fully understood, but could be caused by imperfections of the bounding of the laser 
chip on the heat sink producing overheating.
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Figure 3.5.2: Output optical power as function o f injected current
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3.5.2- Spectral characteristics

The spectrum of the lasers was observed using an optical spectrum analyser (Aniitsu 
MS9001B1 0.6-L75|im) showing single mode operation at about 840nm as shown in 
Figure 3.5.3. However, this kind of equipment is not suitable for measuring the 
linewidth of the lasers, owing to its limited resolution. A self homodyne technique was 
used therefore for this purpose. Figure 3.5.4 shows the arrangement used.

long path length bias

)hoto
detector bias

input T
spectrum
analyser

r . . amplifier

short path length

Figure 3.5.4: Diagram of the set up for the linewidth measurement using self
homodyne techniques.

The input optical signal is divided into two different paths, one longer than the other, 
with a difference of optical path length above the coherence length s  ̂ of the laser 
[Okoshi 80]. In this way, the two signals are uncorrelated when they are recombined at 
the output, destroying any interferometric effect from the optical mixing. This brings 
the spectrum of the laser to zero frequency where it can be seen by using a low 
frequency spectrum analyser. The coherence length s  ̂ for a Lorentzian line shape is 
given by [Braga 89]:

n n S f
3.5.1

For a laser linewidth of 5/=2.5 MHz, the speed of light c=3xl0^m/s and the refractive 
index of the medium «=1.5, the coherence length s  ̂ would be 25.5 m. In the 
experiment, an 1km length of optical fibre was used for the long path arm, giving a 
resolution of less than 100 kHz and ensuring the decorrelation of the signals at the 
photodetector. Figure 3.5.5 shows the linewidth of the DQW-SCH laser against the 
inverse of laser output optical power.
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Figure 3.5.3: Spectrum of a DQW laser.
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Figure 3J.5: Linewidth of the DQW-SCH laser against the inverse of output optical
power.

Note that the laser linewidth is proportional to the inverse of the optical power Pq 
(which is proportional to // ), as given by:

R
s p (1 +  a " ) 3.5.2

Where R^p is the spontaneous rate, which is proportional to the cavity gain and to the 
degree of inversion, and a  is the linewidth enhancement factor [Henry 86]. Quantum 
well lasers present the benefit of a reduced value of a  in the range of 2 to 3 against 5 
to 6 in conventional semiconductor lasers [Yariv 89]. The linewidth of about 2.5MHz 
for currents above 40 mA was also measured by heterodyning two free running lasers.

3.5.3- Laser frequency modulation response measurement

The performance of an OPLL depends strongly on the bandwidth of the loop used, as 
was seen in Chapter 2. This dependency is particularly critical for narrow loop 
bandwidths. When wideband components are used in the loop, the frequency
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modulation (FM) response of the slave laser becomes the limiting factor on the loop 
bandwidth. Measuring the FM response of the laser is therefore important in 
estimating the performance of the system. The area of the FM response curve of most 
importance is at low frequencies, as dc tuning is necessary to track of the master laser 
drift.

In this region, the dominant tuning mechanism is the thermal effect. As not all the 
pump power is converted into light emission, both spontaneous and stimulated 
emission, some of this power is wasted in the form of heat. When the injection current 
of the laser diode is modulated this power varies and so does the temperature of the 
device. The speed of this temperature variation depends basically on the thermal 
capacitance of the device and the thermal resistance between the device and the heat 
sink. It also depends on the thermal structure of the laser diode which is normally 
complicated. The temperature variation creates a change of the device optical length, 
which is closely related to the laser operating wavelength, producing frequency 
modulation. Experimentally, a variation of 1% in the total device optical length is 
expected for each °C [Cai 92].

One method of measuring the FM response of a laser diode is to measure the electrical 
transmission characteristics of the device together with an interferometric frequency 
discriminator using a network analyser. This method is described in this section and it 
was used to measure the low frequency part of the FM response of a DQW laser, (0- 
lOOMHz) which corresponds to the region normally dominated by the thermal effect.

For frequencies above lOOMHz, the dominant effect in the tuning mechanism is the 
carrier density effect. A variation in injected current through the laser active region 
produces an alteration of the density of carriers (electrons and holes), which causes a 
change in the refractive index through plasma and band filling effects. A second 
method of measuring the FM response was used above lOOMHz, which uses the 
relative size of the sidebands on the optical spectmm created by the modulation. These 
sidebands are observed using heterodyne techniques.

Principle:

The optical frequency discriminator produces a voltage at its output which is 
proportional to the frequency of the input optical signal. Optical frequency 
discriminators can be built using several kinds of interferometric systems like Fabry-
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Perrot, Michelson or Mach-Zehnder interferometers. In this experiment, a Mach- 
Zehnder interferometer using a high birefringence optical fibre was used as an optical 
frequency discriminator.

Figure 3.5.6 shows a diagram of an all fibre Mach-Zehnder interferometer. The input 
optical signal is split into two different path with different optical path length and 
combined at the output.

path a

input

r r r r V -----

photo
detector

path b

Figure 3^.6: Diagram of an all fibre Mach-Zehnder interferometer.

The electrical fields of the signals coming from the paths a and b are given by:

=  2 cos(co r) 3.5.3

€ i j = 2  iriij cos[co ( t  +  A )] 3.5.4

Where in  ̂ and are the intensity of the two signals, CO is the optical frequency of the 
input signal, T| is the characteristic impedance of the medium and At is the propagation 
time difference between the two optical path lengths. The photo current at the 
photodiode terminals is given by equation 3.5.5 which is derived in Appendix 5.

ip =  irif = R A  +  2 ^ i n ^  cos(co A f)] 3.5.5

Note that ip cannot have components in optical frequencies. Figure 3.5.7 shows a 
graph of equation (3.5.5) as function of O) At.
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Figure 3.5.7: Graph of equation 35.5 as function o f CO A r .  

When the input signal is frequency modulated, co can be described by :

(ù{t) = (ùg+k„  a(t) 3.5.6

Where cô  is the centre optical frequency is the frequency modulation constant in 
rad-S' -̂V'  ̂and a(t) is the modulating signal. The value of At can be adjusted in order to 
obtain maximum frequency sensitivity by making:

or

A. nAt co^ — f- n  2  7C

K
At (û  ̂ =  — I- n  2  7C 

 ̂ 2

3.5.7

3.5.8

Where n is an integer. The photo currents obtained when the conditions above are met, 
ipi and î 2  ,are given by:

or

i^i = R A  [m ^  +  iUb +  2  ^in^ s i n ( / : ^  a{t)  A r ) ]

ip2 = R A \in^ +  -  2  s i n ( ^ ^  a(t)  A r ) ]

3.5.9

3.5.10
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Equations (3.5.9) and (3.5.10) correspond to the conditions (3.5.7) and (3.5.8) 
respectively. If one of these conditions is met and:

û (0  Ar < l r a d  3.5.11

it is possible to linearise the response of the frequency discriminator as:

ipi = R A  + irifj + 2 kf^  a(f)] 3.5.12

or

ip2 = R A  [in^ + -  2 %  ^fd K  ^(^)] 3.5.13

Where kp is the frequency discriminator gain. Equations (3.5.12) and (3.5.13) 
correspond to the conditions (3.5.7) and (3.5.8) respectively. However, when the laser 
is directly modulated, its optical intensity is modulated as well as its optical frequency. 
In order to obtain the frequency response of the laser Â (ci)), it is necessary to eliminate 
the effect of the intensity modulation.

Assuming the intensity level to be the same at the arms a and b of the interferometer, 
and the modulation frequency/^ to be much smaller than the free spectral range of the 
interferometer:

/ ^ « —  3.5.14

it is possible to say that in = in  ̂= , equations (3.5.12) and (3.5.13) become:

l p i = 2 i n R A ^  + k f ^ k ^ a { t ) ^  3.5.15

and

l p 2 = 2 i n R A ^ - k f ^ k ^ a { t ) ^  3.5.16

making:

ipi+ip2  
resulting in:

ip=kf^k„a(t)  3.5.18
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Using equation (3.5.18), it is possible to estimate the frequency response of the laser 
by measuring the magnitude and phase of ipi and ip2  .

High Birefringence fibre Mach-Zehnder interferometer:

Because the signal wavelength is extremely short compared to the total length of the 
arms, all fibre Mach-Zehnder interferometers are very sensitive to variations in 
environmental conditions such as temperature, pressure, vibrations, etc. This is the 
reason for their being widely used in fibre optic sensor systems. Several methods of 
stabilising this kind of interferometer have been proposed [Ramos 89], though they 
complicate the design of the system.

In a High Birefringence fibre Mach-Zehnder interferometer (Hi-Bi MZI), instead of 
using two different fibres for the two arms of the interferometer, only one hi-bi fibre is 
used which presents different refractive index for two orthogonal polarisation 
directions. Figure 3.5.8 shows the experimental arrangement.

reference 
path

signal
atO°

laser \  

lens

main fibre 
axis at 45°

/  \
polarising 

beam splitter 
at q°

“ a
/

Hi-Bi fibre

■ y mplifier

quarter 
waveplate 
main axis 0°

photo
detector

3dB power splitter

Q
>

(coax cable)

network
analyser

Figure 3.5.8: Diagram of the experiment used to measure the frequency response of
the laser.
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The input signal is split into these two orthogonal polarisation directions. As the 
propagation time through the fibre is different for each polarisation direction, at the 
output of the fibre a time delay Ar is introduced between the two signals. When these 
signals are combined, the system works as a Mach-Zehnder interferometer with two 
distinct path lengths. Because only one fibre is used to transmit both signals, each arm 
of the interferometer is equally affected by the environment, which makes the system 
less sensitive to fluctuations on temperature. In this way it is possible to avoid the need 
for stabilisation schemes.

A quarter wave plate is placed at the Hi-Bi fibre output, with its main axis positioned 
45° from the main axis of the fibre, in order to recombine the two signals. It is 
possible to adjust the phase difference between the two signals by varying the angle of 
the last polarising beam splitter in relation to the quarter wave plate [Cai 92].

The Hi-Bi fibre used has a beat length of 1 mm, so that every millimetre of fibre 
introduces a X/2 shift between the signal polarised in the fast and the slow direction. In 
this case, the propagation time difference between the two optical path lengths Ar is 
given by:

I f  X n
A t = —------  3.5.19

2 c

Where If is the fibre length which is 34m for this case, X is the wavelength, here 
840nm, n is the fibre refractive index, here approximated to 1.5, and c is the speed of 
light in vacuum. This results in a At of 71.4ps (Ar*=14GHz), which is enough to meet 
the condition given by equation 3.5.14. The value of At can be easily adjusted by 
changing the angle of the polarising beam splitter 0 [Cai 92]. In this way, it is possible 
to modify the value of At in order to obtain maximum frequency sensitivity, meeting 
the conditions given by equations (3.5.7) and (3.5.8).

A network analyser (HP4195A 10Hz-500MHz) was used to measure phase and 
magnitude of ipj and ip2  for each frequency and a program was written to calculate ip. 
Initially, the FM response of a Hitachi HPL1400 (for a current of 70mA) was 
measured, as shown in Figure 3.5.9. Also plotted are the measurements made using 
other techniques by [Welford 85] [Olesen 82 and Jacobsen 82] for the same laser type. 
The agreement is seen to be satisfactory in verifying the validity of the present 
method.
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Figure 3.5.9: Magnitude (a) and phase (b) of ip for a HLP1400 laser, (proportional to
its frequency response).
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Figure 3.5.10 shows the graphs of magnitude and phase of ipla(t) for a DQW-SCH 
laser, which are proportional to its FM response. The dc frequency modulation 
constant of 3.75GHzymA could be measured using a scanning Fabry Perot 
interferometer and was used to calibrate the curve.
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mag.
1.5 ■ •
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0.5 ■

1001 100.1

frequency (MHz)

- 20 '
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-50'
1001010.1
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Figure 3.5.10: Magnitude (a) and phase (b) of a DQW-SCH laser FM response.
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From Figure 3.5.10(a) it is possible to see that the low frequency response due to 
thermal effect limits the laser tuning to frequencies below 6MHz. For frequencies 
above lOOMHz, the FM response of the DQW laser becomes too low to be measured 
with the hi-bi fibre interferometer, as better sensitivity is required. Therefore, a 
different method was used to measure the laser response for frequencies higher than 
lOOMHz. Two DQW lasers were heterodyned using the arrangement described in 
Chapter 5 and the beat signal was observed using a microwave spectrum analyser. One 
of the lasers was then modulated generating side bands, as shown in Figure 3.5.11. 
The normalised power spectmm of a frequency modulated signal is given by Figure 
3.5.12, where J^(p) is the Bessel function of first kind and order n , i s  the centre 
frequency and p is the modulation index given by:

f,
3.5.20

m

Where kfis the modulation constant, A is the modulating signal amplitude and/^ is the 
modulating signal frequency.

JAP)
JAP)

jAP)
JA P )

JAP)
JA P )

j A P )

/  f  f  - f  f  /  + /  /  + 2 / /  + 5/o '' m o m o m •'o o m *'<? m o

Figure 3.5.12: Normalised power spectrum of a frequency modulated signal.

The ratio between the side bands sizes is calculated and compared to a table of Bessel 
functions to determine the value of p for each value of modulation frequency. In this 
way it was possible to obtain the FM response shown in Figure 3.5.13. Note that in 
Figure 3.5.11 the hold maximum function of the spectrum analyser was used for a few 
seconds to minimise the error due to low frequency jitter of the beat signal. For this 
reason this method could not be used for measurements below 50MHz as the accuracy 
would be compromised. This method does not allow measurement of the phase of the 
FM response unlike the frequency discriminator method.
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Figure 3J.11: Spectrum of the heterodyne signal when one of the lasers is modulated.
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Figure 3.5.13: Magnitude of a DQW-SCH laser FM response using heterodyne
method.

Over this frequency range, the dominant effect in the tuning mechanism is the caiTier 
density effect. Note that the FM response of this laser peaks at about 2GHz. This peak 
is due the resonance frequency of the carriers and photons, which changes the relation 
between the injected current and carrier density. The value of this resonance frequency 
depends on the carrier and photon life time and the relative pumping level [Cai 92] 
[Kobayashi 82].

3.5.4- Discussion

In this chapter, the optical arrangement for the final experiment (described in Chapter 
5) was studied. The use of bulk optics was found preferable to fibre optics in order to 
keep the loop delay time to its minimum. A combination of quarter-wave plates and 
beam splitters were found to be useful as optical isolators as they present shorter 
optical path lengths than Faraday rotation effect isolators at the 830 nm region. The 
optical mixing and the influence of misalignments were also studied.

The possibility of the use of optoelectronic integrated circuit (OEIC) in OPLLs in the 
future makes the use of external cavity lasers very unattractive, as they cannot be 
integrated. Although they offer narrow linewidths, external cavity lasers are very 
sensitive to vibrations and temperature fluctuations. They are also difficult to tune
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continuously, restricting their use in OPLLs (Appendix 4 gives information on the 
external cavity laser experiments). For these reasons, the final experiment described in 
Chapter 5 was done using DQW-SCH lasers without external cavities.

The use of QW lasers in OPLLs is very attractive due to their narrow linewidth, which 
is a critical factor in the OPLL design, and to the possibility of integration of the slave 
laser into an integrated system. However, the FM response of the DQW lasers 
available can limit the loop bandwidth and severely restrict the loop performance. 
Using the equations given in Chapter 2 and assuming that a modified first order loop 
presenting a 6MHz cut-off frequency filter (which is roughly the frequency when the 
thermal effect becomes negligible for the DQW laser FM response), a 1.044rad^ phase 
error variance would be expected. Despite being well below the tcV4 rad^ limit for 
achieving locking, a short time between cycle slips of 670 ns would be expected. 
However, the non uniform slave laser FM response is likely to alter the loop order and 
a better simulation using the FM response would be more accurate [Richards 85].
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Chapter 4 

Electrical Design

4.1- Introduction

The performance of the optical phase-locked loop (OPLL) is closely related to the 
loop gain, loop bandwidth and the total loop propagation delay time, as discussed in 
Chapter 2. Therefore, the design of the loop circuit is dictated by these restricting 
factors.

The loop gain and bandwidth depends on the frequency response of all the loop 
components, mainly the photodetector response, the FM response of the slave laser, 
which was discussed in Chapter 3, and the phase detector gain. A microwave amplifier 
and active loop filter are included to provide extra gain necessary in the loop. The loop 
bandwidth is required to be as wide as possible, since wide linewidth lasers are used. 
Despite all the efforts to keep the loop filter bandwidth as wide as 500 MHz in the 
electronic circuit, the total bandwidth is limited by the laser frequency response, as 
will be shown in Chapter 5. Finally, the loop delay time has to be kept to the minimum 
possible, though its bandwidth limiting effect is also diminished by the bandwidth 
limitation imposed by the laser FM response.

In this chapter, the design of the electrical part of a modified first order OPLL is 
outlined, starting by giving an overview on the loop circuit, followed by a description 
of the phase detector used. The design of the phase error amplifier (loop filter) is 
presented, showing how a split path technique was used to overcome delay restrictions 
in dc coupled amplifiers. Finally, the temperature control system design is described.

4.2.- The Loop configuration

Figure 4.2.1 shows the electrical configuration for a heterodyne OPLL. As a 
heterodyne OPLL is required, the first step in the design of the loop circuit is to define 
the value of the offset frequency, which can be chosen depending on the particular 
application of the system. If the OPLL is used as an optical frequency synthesiser 
[Fernando 90], the offset frequency would give the optical carrier spacing. If used as a 
coherent receiver, the value of the offset frequency would select a given channel
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among a comb of optical carriers. The experiment described here is not aimed at any 
specific application of OPLLs. The value of the offset frequency selected was 6 GHz, 
which is a reasonable value for most of the applications. However, due to the wide 
bandwidth of the microwave components used, the value of the offset frequency could 
be changed from 5 to 7 GHz simply by tuning the offset generator.

offset generator

bias biasmicrowave
amplifier

loop
filter

bias

photodiode phase detector 
 optical çoneçtion

laser

Figure 42.1: Diagram of the electrical configuration.

The first component of the loop circuit is the photo detector whose bandwidth could
inversely

restrict the total loop bandwidth. The detector bandwidth is/proportional to its 
capacitance which depends on the device area. Smaller area normally results in wider 
bandwidth, though the use of a small area detector can complicate the optical 
alignment. However, the angular misalignment tolerance for efficient optical mixing is 
improved by using small area photodetectors as seen in Chapter 3. The detector 
selected was an ultra high speed GaAs ITO Schottky photo diode (GEC Y-35-5252- 
22) with a bandwidth of 18 GHz when reverse biased at 5V. It has an active area of 
470|im^ and is mounted on an SMA connector, which was found to be convenient for 
high frequency operation. The responsivity was 0.35 A/W in the 830 nm wavelength 
region. A bias circuit was built and fed using a battery to avoid ripple noise from 
power suppliers.

A microwave amplifier is placed just after the photo diode because the beat signal was 
found to be too weak (of the order of -40 dBm) to be efficiently discriminated by the 
phase detector. This low power level is mainly due to difficulties with alignment and 
optical coupling. The amplifier used was a WJ6882-812 (Watkins-Johnson) with a 
gain of 20 dB and bandwidth from 2 to 8 GHz.
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4.3- The phase detector

The ideal phase detector produces a voltage at its output terminal which is proportional 
to the phase difference between its two input signals. However, practical devices 
present non-linear response which can be approximated as linear for small values of 
phase shifts. Although several kind of phase detectors are available for low frequency 
operation, the use of double balanced mixers has been the most attractive solution at 
GHz frequencies. These devices have sinusoidal responses which can be considered 
linear for phase errors below 1 radian.

In the experiment described in Chapter 5, a double balanced mixer (Watkins Johnson 
WJ-M14) was used as the phase detector. This device was chosen for its wide 
bandwidth around 6 GHz (the offset frequency selected): LO input from 4 to 9 GHz, 
RF input from 4 to 8 GHz and the IF output from DC to 2 GHz.

The sinusoidal response of this device was measured using the set up shown in Figure 
4.3.1a, while Figure 4.3.1b shows the device characteristic. For this measurement, the 
LO drive power was 7 dBm which provides the best phase sensitivity [WJ data book]. 
A trombone delay line was used to adjust the phase difference between the two inputs, 
while the output was loaded with a resistance of 500 to avoid impedance mismatches 
at high frequencies, despite the efficiency loss introduced by this low impedance.

generator go dB 
coupler

phase
detector

©
7dBm

voltmeter

20 dB 
attenuator

33dBm :

trombone delay line

Figure 4.3.1a: Diagram of the set up for measuring the response o f the phase detector.
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Figure 4.3.1b: Response of the phase detector.

However, the response of the phase detector depends strongly on the power level of 
the input signals, which makes it possible to change the sensitivity of the device by 
changing the power of the LO input signal. This provides an effective way of adjusting 
the total loop gain by altering the output power of the offset generator. So, it was 
necessary to measure the response of the phase detector for several values of LO and 
RF levels. A different set up was necessary for this measurement once the voltage 
levels were too low to be detected by available voltmeters. Figure 4.3.2a shows the 
arrangement used, while Figure 4.3.2b plots the power level at the IF port against that 
at the RF port for several different LO port levels.

phase detector

LO generator

RF generator

spectrum
analyser

Figure 4.3.2a: Diagram of the set up for measurement of the power levels at the phase
detector ports.
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Figure 4.3.2b: Plot o f the power levels at the phase detector ports.

With this data it is possible to calculate the phase detector gain for several levels of 
LO signal power, by calculating the maximum voltage excursion for each value 
of IF power level in dBm over a load resistance r/=50O. As the inclination of a 
sinusoid can be considered 1 for low values of phase error, is given by (in 
V/rad)

I  ̂- dBm ^
k ^ = ] l 2 r i  10 10 10 -3 4.3.1

The response of the phase detector is considered linear for small variations of the 
phase error (up to about Irad) around the point of quadrature where the phase 
difference between the two input signals is 7t/2 rad. Figure 4.3.3 shows the phase 
detector gain (k^) against RF power for several values of LO power.

From the graph, it is possible to see that the sensitivity of k^ with LO power variations 
above 4dBm is too low to affect to total loop gain significantly. Therefore, LO power 
levels between -IdBm and 4dBm have to be used if an adjustment of the phase 
detector gain is required in order to change the loop gain. For RF power levels of 
about -40dBm, this range would give a gain variation from 0.2 to 1.4mV/rad, 
equivalent to 8.5dB variation in the total loop gain. By performing the heterodyne 
experiment described in Chapter 5, it was seen that power levels of about -40 dBm are 
expected at the RF port. So a k^ of O.SmV/rad was used for the circuit design 
(corresponding to a LO power of IdBm).
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Figure 4 3 3 : Plot of the phase detector gain (k j  against the RF power for several
values ofLO power.

4.4.- Phase error amplifier

4.4.1- Introduction

The phase error amplifier is basically a modified first order loop filter and it is the 
most critical element of the electronic design. As was seen in Chapter 2, a wide loop 
filter bandwidth allows the use of relatively wide linewidth lasers in OPLLs, as long as 
the total loop delay time is kept low. The phase error amplifier has also to be DC 
coupled. Wide bandwidth and DC coupled amplifiers are not commonly available and 
are difficult to design. This section describes the design and construction of a 20 dB 
gain amplifier which has uniform magnitude and phase from 0 to 500 MHz.

Previous work has been done on fast acquisition loops [Ward 81], in which microwave 
PLLs were used as translation loops in active phased array radar systems. In this case, 
rapid lock-up capability is required if the radiated pulse spectrum is not to be degraded 
by locking transients. Further work suggested a solution based on the use of wide 
bandwidth dc-coupled amplifiers in the loop [Ward 83]. To achieve this, a split path 
configuration was proposed.
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Baseband communication systems have also required dc-coupled amplifiers with 
constant gain and linear phase to achieve a constant group delay. Kahlert et al [Kahlert 
89] also proposed the use of a split path technique and built a hybrid integrated dc- 
coupled amplifier with a gain-bandwidth product of 40 GHz.

The design of a dc-coupled wideband amplifier for lightwave test instrumentation has 
also been considered [Miller 91]. In this case, dc-coupling is required to display the 
absolute levels of a time domain waveform and to be able to determine extinction 
ratio. In addition, the average optical power can be determined from the dc level. The 
solution adopted was a split path amplifier similar to the one presented here.

4.4.2- Split path amplifier principle

Delay through microwave components is usually defined purely by the electrical path 
length, with physical size as a limiting factor. However, because of the necessary bias 
circuitry, microwave broadband amplifiers do not allow dc-coupling [Ward 83] 
[Kahlert 89]. The configuration of split path amplification [Ward 81] solves the 
problem by employing the technique of routing the high frequency (HF) and the low 
frequency (LF) part of the signal to amplifiers each best suited to the range of 
frequencies involved, followed by addition of the output signals. In this way, amplifier 
delay time for high frequencies can be reduced to below 0.5 ns [Ward 83] while 
maintaining operational amplifier accuracy at low frequencies. Figure 4.4.1 shows the 
block diagram of a split path amplifier.

dc and LF 
amplifier

splitting
circuit

input

combining
circuit

output

HF amplifier

Figure 4.4.1: Block diagram of a split path amplifier.
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The ideal operation of the two amplifiers in the neighbourhood of the crossover is 
shown in Figure 4.4.2 a and ^ by a polar and frequency response plot of the response 
of both amplifiers [Miller 91].

Im /=/,

HF path/« /,
/ » / Re

LF path

f

Figure 4.4.2a: s plane plot of ideal operation of the low frequency and high frequency
amplifiers near the crossover frequency.
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Figure 4.4.2b: Frequency response plot of ideal operation of the low frequency and 
high frequency amplifiers near the crossover frequency.
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Figure 4.42b: Phase o f the frequency response plot of ideal operation o f the low 
frequency and high frequency amplifiers near the crossover frequency.

Well below the crossover frequency, the high frequency path has 90 degrees of phase 
lead and essentially zero amplitude, while the low-frequency path has zero degrees of 
phase and unity amplitude. At the crossover frequency, both paths have vectors that 
are complex conjugates and sum to produce a vector of unity amplitude with zero 
degrees of phase. Well above the crossover frequency the low frequency path has 90 
degrees of phase lag and essentially zero amplitude, while the high-frequency path has 
zero degrees of phase and unity amplitude. A well-behaved crossover frequency 
response characteristic is important for good time-domain performance for signals that 
have a spectral content in the neighbourhood of the crossover frequency.

The objective is to achieve flat amplitude and phase response for the total amplifier, as 
shown in Figure 4.4.2b. The two amplifiers work as a low pass and high pass first 
order active filter with exactly the same value of cut-off frequency. If there is a 
frequency mismatch, any difference between the two cut-off frequencies, the total 
amplifier response loses its flatness as shown in the frequency response plot in Figure 
4.4.3.
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Figure 4.43: Frequency response plot of the operation o f the low frequency and high 
frequency amplifiers near the crossover frequency when they do not present the same

cut-off frequency.

4.4.3- Split path amplifier circuit

In this section, the design of each block of the split path amplifier is discussed and the 
circuit diagrams presented. The four circuits shown here correspond to the four blocks 
of Figure 4.4.1. The value of the crossover frequency was chosen to be 3.2 MHz, 
which corresponds to an RC time constant given by 50 Q and 1 nF. Figure 4.4.4 shows 
the complete circuit diagram of the split path amplifier, divided into four parts.

High frequency amplifier:

Two monolithic microwave amplifiers Avantek MSA 0135 were used in cascade. 
They present 50 Q input and output impedance, an upper cut-off frequency of 700 
MHz and a lower cut-off frequency dependent on the coupling capacitors between 
stages. The two 47 nF capacitors used bring the lower cut-off frequency well below
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the crossover frequency. Good bias decoupling circuits were found essential for the 
stable operation of the amplifier.

DC and low frequency amplifier:

The NE 5539 high speed operational amplifier was used as the DC and low frequency 
amplifier. Due to its wide bandwidth (gain bandwidth product of 1.2 GHz) and high 
slew rate (600 V/ps), this amplifier presents uniform response from dc to well above 
the crossover frequency (40 MHz). Gain and offset adjust control were added to a non
inverting configuration.

Splitting circuit:

The function of this circuit is to keep the input impedance of the total amplifier 
constant (50 Q) throughout its bandwidth and fix the cut-off frequency of the low 
frequency amplifier. The 50 Q input impedance is maintained by introducing a n 
circuit into the high frequency path, while a 470 Q resistance keeps the impedance of 
the low frequency path high enough not to interfere with the total input impedance. 
The cut-off frequency of the low frequency amplifier can be adjusted by a variable 
capacitor.

Combining circuit:

The output impedance is kept at 50 O by a T junction which provides two 50 Q 
outputs, one for the laser and the other for the spectrum analyser. The lower crossover 
frequency of the HF amplifier is given by the 1 nF coupling capacitor at the output and 
50 Q, A transistor diode voltage shift circuit is added to the LF path to match the 
output voltage of the amplifier to the voltage of the biased laser. A 200 Q divider 
maintains the LF path output impedance constant and high in relation to the HF output 
path.

Total result:

Figure 4.4.5 shows the frequency response plot corresponding to the total split path 
amplifier response. Its behaviour at the crossover frequency is uniform to within 0.1 
dB and the total bandwidth achieved covers from dc to 700 MHz with a gain over 20 
dB.
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Figure 4.4.4: Diagram of the split path amplifier built.
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4.5- Temperature Control

4.5.1- Introduction

The laser diode characteristics, including the emission wavelength, optical power and 
lifetime, depend on the operating temperature of the device. In the case of the optical 
phase locked loop, fluctuations in temperature would cause wavelength variations 
which would bring the system out of lock. Typically, single-mode GaAlAs lasers have 
a frequency/temperature tuning slope of 20 GHz/K [Okoshi 80] within certain limits of 
temperature variations, beyond which a mode jump is expected.

Temperature stabilisation of 0.1 to 0.005 C has been reported [Matthews 85] [Pezolet 
83] [Saito 81], utilising different techniques such as the use of a temperature 
controlled water flux [Pezolet 83] or a temperature controlled heat sink [Kikuchi 81] 
to improve the stability. The use of closed chambers to avoid temperature fluctuations 
[Esman 85] is another common method.

By analysing the equivalent thermal circuit of the mounting and finding the thermal 
transfer function, it is possible to measure its main time constant and build a circuit to 
control its temperature. No water flux nor sealed chambers were found to be necessary 
to achieve temperature stability better than lOmK over periods above half an hour in 
an uncontrolled laboratory environment.

4.5.2- Transfer function

Figure 4.5.1 shows schematically the mounting associated with the laser. AT is the 
temperature difference between the laser and ambient and is the thermal power 
pumped by the Peltier heat pump. As the heat sink is a block of aluminium screwed to 
the optical table, its thermal resistance is small enough to be neglected, so the heat sink 
temperature is practically the same as the ambient temperature.

Figure 4.5.2 shows the equivalent thermal circuit. Q  is the thermal capacitance of the 
laser mounting and is given basically by its size, is the thermal resistance between 
the laser mounting and the ambient, given basically by the geometry of the mounting 
and its fixing screw material and diameter. From the circuit:

Q q  — ------1" C#— AT 4.5.1
^  R , ' dt
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Peltier
coolerA T
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Figure 45.1: Laser mounting diagram.

AT

Figure 4.5.2: Equivalent thermal circuit.

The Laplace transform of equation (4.5.1) is: 

G oW  =  L a T ( s ) +  s C , -  A (i)
iv.

4.5.2

and the transfer function is:

AT(s)  ̂ 1
GoW T + c  . l + x, i

4.5.3

Where x, is the thermal time constant of the system, given by: 

Xt=Rt'Ct
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4.5.3- Thermal time constant measurement

A thermistor connected to a resistance bridge was put into a hole in the laser mounting 
to measure the temperature. A potentiometer in another arm of the bridge sets the 
reference temperature while an operational amplifier amplifies the error signal. Figure 
4.5.3 shows the diagram of the sensor and error signal amplifier circuit.

4-VcC
laser

mount thermistor
laser R6

R4
Peltier
cooler R5

VaR1
A1Vs

heat
sink

R3R2

-Vcc

Figure 4.53: Diagram of the sensor and error signal amplifier circuit (components
values in Appendix 6).

A small voltage source , less than 0.3V, was connected to the Peltier cooler in series 
with a switch generating a step function vjt). The expected behaviour of the thermal 
system from equation 4.5.3 is:

V ^ t 4.5.5
S 1 +  X̂  ^

Where ^ is a constant which depends on the sensitivity of the temperature sensor, the 
amplifier gain and the Peltier cooler efficiency. Note that the thermistor, the bridge 
circuit and the Peltier cooler transfer functions are considered linear for small 
variations. Equation 5.5.5 can be rewritten:

Va = k V , R , (
S  1 + T, 5

) 4.5.6
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with an inverse Laplace transform:

(7 )
Vait) = k v , R , { \ - x , e  ' ) 4.5.7

Figure 4.5.4 shows a plot of this function. If Av̂  is the difference between the final 
and initial value of vjt), T, is taken to v jt)  to reach 63.2% of Av̂  . A X-Y recorder 
was used to plot v jt)  and measure T̂.

A u ,

v„(t)

Figure 45.4: Step function response of the laser mounting.

In the case of the laser mounting used in the experiments, the time constant was 
measured to be 24 seconds.

4.5.4- Control Circuit

In order to minimise the steady-state error, the control filter transfer function 
incorporates an integration. A proportional integral (PI) controller was chosen, the 
transfer function of which is given by:

P (s) = Ti + - ^ ^ ^
s s

4.5.8

The best value of 7/ is 7/ = x ,, when zero and pole cancel each other. Figure 4.5.5 
shows the basic circuit of a PI filter.
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■ «  E O

Figure 4.5.5: Basic circuit of a PI filter.

Its transfer function is:

'o _ ( s R f C f  + l)

where:

Ti -  Rf Cf

4.5.9

4.5.10

As the Peltier thermoelectric cooler can use relatively high power, mainly when the 
system is switched on or a major disturbance occurs, a push-pull type amplifier is 
added to the circuit, as shown in Figure 4.5.6. A small capacitor Cl was included for 
high frequency stabilisation.

4.5.5- Results

Figure 4.5.7 shows the temperature variation of the laser mounting during a period of 
15 minutes. A plastic box covering the whole set up was placed to avoid air currents 
flowing around the laser. This was measured by monitoring the error signal using a X- 
Y recorder from a separated circuit similar to the one shown in Figure 4.5.3 using a 
second thermistor, all isolated from the temperature control system.

Stability better than lOmK over periods of more than half an hour, in an uncontrolled 
laboratory environment, was achieved using this simple method. Later experiments 
showed that the heterodyne signal between two lasers without external cavities was 
stable in its frequency (varying about lOOMHz over a period of 5 minutes), showing 
that their temperature stabilisation was satisfactory.
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Figure 45.6: PI controller used (components values in Appendix 6).
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Figure 45.7: Temperature variation of the laser mounting during a period o f 15 
minutes when the control system is in use.
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Chapter 5 

OPLL Experiment

5.1- Introduction

In this chapter, the first OPLL using both master and slave lasers without any line 
narrowing devices is reported. It is the first heterodyne system using semiconductor 
lasers without external cavities or other linewidth narrowing method. Moreover, it 
presents the highest natural frequency and the lowest delay time of the OPLLs so far 
reported, excepted for the homodyne loop of [Kourogi 91]. It is also the first to use 
quantum well lasers in this kind of systems.

In Chapter 2 it was seen that severe restrictions on laser linewidth and loop delay time 
need to be imposed, if a reliable OPLL is to be built. In Chapter 3, the design of the 
optical part of the loop was detailed, giving some options for keeping the loop delay 
time to a minimum and for choosing optical sources. Chapter 4 was focused on the 
design of the electrical part of the loop, showing how it is possible to overcome some 
of the problems of gain, bandwidth and temperature stability. In this chapter, these 
results are assembled in order to build an heterodyne OPLL. The target of our 
experiments is to achieve heterodyne optical phase-lock with a phase error variance 
below 1.5 rad^, given the difficulties presented in the previous chapters.

5.2- Heterodyne System

Figure 5.2.1 shows a block diagram of the basic system assembled in the laboratory 
for mixing the master and slave laser signals. Most of the details of the optical set up 
used are covered in Chapter 3.

The laser mounts also hold microstrip circuits to provide the bias current, avoiding 
great limitation of the system bandwidth. The photodetector used is an ultra high speed 
GaAs ITO Schottky photo diode (GEC Y-35-5252-22) with a bandwidth of 18GHz 
and the microwave amplifier has a gain of 20dB from 2 to 8 GHz (Watkins-Johnson 
WJ6882-812).

A optical spectrum analyser (Anritsu MS9001B1 0.6-1.75|im) was used to observe the 
spectrum of the lasers to allow them to be tuned to the desired frequencies. However,
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the maximum resolution of the instrument is O.lnm, equivalent to about 44GHz at 
830nm, which is insufficient for the fine frequency adjustment required. A scanning 
Fabry-Perot interferometer is therefore added to the measurement system, having a 
plate spacing of about 5mm, giving a 30 GHz free spectral range, to provide the 
resolution required. Fine frequency setting is then obtained by observing the beat 
signal on a microwave spectrum analyser.

optical
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master
laser
[

optical
spectrum
analyser scanmg

Fabry-Perot

n [ 7 D

bias

hhhzi-0-o-4H ^
1/4 wave 

plates and
polarising 

beam splitters

z photo
detector

microwave
spectrum
analyser

microwave
amplifier

AR coated lenses
slave
laser

Figure 5.2.1: Block diagram of the basic system assembled in the laboratory for 
mixing the master and slave laser signals.

5.3- Heterodyne Results

Initially, two Hitachi HLP1400 laser diodes were tuned to oscillate 7.8GHz apart, 
producing a beat signal at the photodetector terminals centred on this frequency. 
Figure 5.3.1 shows the spectrum of this signal. Assuming the two lasers have equal 
Lorentzian linewidths, the linewidth of each laser corresponds to half of the linewidth 
of the beat signal, giving a laser linewidth of 40MHz. The central frequency of the 
beat signal was very stable, varying about lOOMHz over a period of 5 minutes. This 
would correspond to a temperature stability of 50mK, assuming the frequency 
variation rate of 2OGH2/K, proving the effectiveness of the temperature control.
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The FM response of the HLP1400, presented in Chapter 3, would limit the open loop 
bandwidth to about lOOMHz. Using this value o f/, and a loop delay time of 3ns, it is 
possible to estimate that the phase error variance would be 3.58rad^, employing the 
equations given in Chapter 2. This value is above Jt /̂4, meaning that it would not be 
possible to obtain stable phase lock. The average time between cycle slips would 
then be 30ns. In order to bring the value of below Jt /̂4, the loop delay time would 
have to be 1.5ns (resulting in c^=2.22rad^, T^y=26ns). Even if an integrated system 
was used and the delay time of 0.5ns achieved, the phase error variance would still be 
quite high, 1.28rad^ (T^y=65ns). However, it was not possible to reduce the loop delay 
time below 3ns with the set up available.

Experiments using external cavities to reduce the linewidth of the HLP1400 lasers 
were carried out and are described in Appendix 4. These confirmed the environmental 
sensitivity of such systems.

To achieve narrower linewidth from monolithic lasers, two double quantum well 
(DQW) metal clad ridge waveguide GaAs/AlGaAs laser diodes (Northern Telecom 
STC LT40-82) were then used [Garret 87] [Daniel 89]. The characterisation of these 
devices was discussed in Chapter 3. Their linewidths are about 2.5MHz, measured by 
heterodyning two free running lasers or by self homodyne techniques. This value of 
linewidth is narrow enough to allow good performance phase locking, as seen in 
Chapter 2.

5.4- Closed Loop Measurements

The experimental arrangement used for a heterodyne OPLL is shown in Figure 5.4.1. 
In a heterodyne OPLL the master and slave lasers oscillate at different frequencies 
producing a beat signal at the terminals of the photodetector at this offset frequency as 
before. This signal is then amplified and a phase detector compares the phase of the 
beat signal with that of the reference signal, thus generating the phase error signal.

The loop filter is a dc to 700MHz 20dB uniform gain split path amplifier as described 
in Chapter 4. The directional coupler and the phase detector also have wide 
bandwidths, operating from 4 to 8 GHz. For an offset frequency between 5 and 7GHz, 
the loop bandwidth depends mainly on the loop delay time and the FM response of the 
laser diode. This loop can then be regarded as a modified first order loop. The loop 
gain can be adjusted by changing the offset generator output power, which changes the 
phase detector gain as seen in Chapter 4. Slight loop gain adjustment can also be
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obtained by varying the photodetector bias voltage. The total loop delay time was 
estimated to be 3ns, of which 0.35ns was due to optical path length, 1.5ns to the 
electrical path length, 0.55ns to the phase error amplifier and the rest due to delays 
introduced by the other microwave components.
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Figure 5.4.1: Block diagram of the heterodyne OPLL built.

Locking is observed by tuning one of the lasers until the beat signal is about 20MHz 
from the offset frequency, when it falls into lock. Figure 5.4.2 shows the spectrum of 
the beat signal when locking is achieved. The linewidth of the central peak in the plot 
is limited by the resolution bandwidth of the spectmm analyser (minimum of 300Hz), 
but would be expected to be similar to that of the frequency synthesiser used to 
generate the offset frequency. Phase noise suppression occurs over a band of about 
±20MHz around the offset frequency. This bandwidth depends on the value of the 
loop gain.
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Figure 5.42: Spectrum of the beat signal when locking is achieved. 
Reference -5dBm, SdBldiv, centre frequency 5.1GHz, lOMHzldiv. 

Resolution bandwidth 300kHz.
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Figure 5.4.3: Spectrum of the phase error signal in racPlHz. Frequency in MHz.
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When the offset generator is swept over 5MHz the beat signal follows it, retaining its 
spectral shape. Phase-lock was achieved for several different values of offset 
frequency from 5 to 7GHz. Figure 5.4.3 shows the spectrum of the phase error signal, 
measured at the slave laser terminals. By observing this signal it is possible to say that 
the loop bandwidth is about 15MHz, probably limited by the FM response of the laser 
diode.

Figure 5.4.4 shows a sequence of plots from the microwave spectrum analyser giving 
the beat signal spectrum for several increasing values of loop gain. In Figure 5.4.4(a) 
the loop gain is too low to provide any phase locking and the beat signal drifts across 
the screen. In Figure 5.4.4(b) the gain is kept to a minimum to achieve phase locking, 
enough to make the frequency of the beat signal very stable. In Figure 5.4.4(c) and (d) 
the gain is gradually increased resulting in the widening of the phase noise suppression 
region, corresponding to the controlled bandwidth of the loop. In Figures 5.4.4(e) and 
(f) the gain starts to become too high, resulting in a decrease of damping factor to 
values below Ç=0.707. At this stage the noise starts to peak at the loop natural 
frequency. For loop gain values beyond the one used in Figure 5.4.4(f), the loop 
becomes unstable and phase lock is lost. When this happens, the loop falls into a false 
lock and the beat signal is dragged to frequencies different from that of the offset 
generator. Figure 5.4.5 gives the spectrum of the beat signal under false locking 
conditions. The beat signal is at a stable frequency which can be slightly tuned by 
varying the loop gain. This kind of frequency lock was obtainable at about 150MHz 
above or below the offset generator frequency.

5.5- Comparison with Theory

It is possible to estimate the phase error variance from the experimental results by 
integrating the phase error signal spectrum. The phase error variance corresponding 
to Figures 5.4.3 was estimated to be 1.02rad^ by the integration of the phase error 
signal spectrum over a measurement bandwidth of 500MHz.

Figure 5.5.1 shows how the phase error variance changes when different values of 
measurement bandwidth are tried. Looking at this plot, it is possible to see that about 
83% of the phase noise still in the loop is concentrated at the first 50MHz and 95.6% 
in the first lOOMHz.
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Figure 5J.1: Phase error variance a   ̂against measurement bandwidth.

This performance is inferior to that expected for a loop using a 500MHz bandwidth 
filter, as seen in Chapter 2. The total loop bandwidth of about 15MHz, given by the 
peaking of the phase error spectrum (Figure 5.4.3), is also different from that expected 
in Chapter 2. As all the electronic components of the loop have wide bandwidth, the 
restricting factor was the limited FM response of the slave laser diode.

The FM response of this laser, seen in Chapter 3, limits the open loop bandwidth to a 
maximum of about 6MHz, due to the thermal response of the laser. For a loop delay 
time of 3ns, a phase error variance of 1.04rad^ would be expected, corresponding to an 
average time between cycle slips of 670ns. In the same situation, the phase error 
variance of 1.02rad^ measured experimentally corresponds to an average time between 
cycle slips of 700ns.

The complex FM response of the slave laser measured in Chapter 3 can be used to give 
a better prediction of the phase error spectrum. Figure 5.5.2 shows such a spectrum 
using the same values of gain used in Figure 2.6.1. Note that the effect of the limited 
frequency response bandwidth of the slave laser is a drastic reduction of the total loop 
bandwidth. Figure 5.5.3 shows the approximation of the spectrum of the beat signal, 
assuming the slave laser modulation is small, as derived in Chapter 2 (vertical scale 
not calibrated and assuming IHz resolution bandwidth). Figure 5.5.4 shows the 
spectrum of the measured phase error variance and the calculated one from Figure
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5.5.2 which best fits, corresponding to a loop gain of 4.787x10* which corresponds to 
the calculated critical gain.
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Figure 55.2: Calculated phase error spectrum including the FM response o f the slave
laser.
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Figure 5.5.3: Approximation of the relative spectrum of the beat signal SJ(£p for 
several values of loop gain (as seen in Section 2.6.2).
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Figure 5.5.4: Calculated and measured phase error spectrum in racPlHz,
frequency in MHz.

The difference between the two curves in Figure 5.5.4 is mainly due to the poor 
resolution of the FM response measurement, in particular for frequencies above 
lOMHz, and to ageing of the lasers between measurements.
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Figure 5.5.3 shows the effect of increasing the loop gain on the beat signal spectrum, 
which accords with the experimental results (Figure 5.4.4). Good agreement is also 
observed between the measured and calculated curve in Figure 5.5.4, where both 
curves peaking at the same frequency.

The phase error variance of around Irad^, which was measured and calculated here, is 
still too high for commercial systems. However great improvement would be expected 
if a slave laser with better tunability is used. Solving this problem, the next limitation 
would be the loop delay time which limits the loop bandwidth. The integration of the 
system could then reduce the delay time and improve even further the performance of 
the loop.

5.6- Discussion

The first OPLL using both master and slave lasers without any line narrowing devices 
has been realised. Quantum well lasers were used for the first time in this kind of 
system, in the highest natural frequency and lowest delay time heterodyne OPLL 
reported. It is the first heterodyne system using semiconductor lasers without external 
cavities or any linewidth narrowing method.

This experiment confirms theoretical calculations predicting that OPLLs can be built 
using relatively wide linewidth lasers (order of MHz), by restricting the loop delay 
time and maximising the loop bandwidth. It also demonstrates that optical frequency 
synthesis is possible at any offset frequency within the boundaries set by the 
microwave components. From the point of view of practical applications the 
experiment shows that OPLLs can be constructed with lasers of linewidth values that 
might be realisable from sources monolithically integrated in OEIC form. The short 
loop delay obtainable with this approach suggests that convenient optical frequency 
synthesis blocks could be produced, having many applications in coherent optical 
communication systems.

The main limitation on loop bandwidth in our work was due to the current tuning 
response of the laser diode. One option to overcome this limitation is the use of a 
passive network to equalise the FM response using an electrical filter [Alexander 85] 
or electrical feedback [Swanson 91]. Although this flattens the response, it severely 
compromises the FM sensitivity and also introduces extra delay into the loop, 
becoming an unattractive solution. Another option would be the use of multi section 
lasers as a way of obtaining flat FM response and increased loop bandwidth. Long 
cavity multi-electrode DFB lasers with 500kHz linewidth and flat FM response of
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400MH^mA up to IGHz have already been reported [Twu 90]. Three electrode lasers 
have been studied theoretically [Coldren 87] and experimentally [Pedersen 90] with 
similar characteristics.

Reverse bias multiple quantum well (MQW) tuning techniques [Cai 89] could provide 
a good solution for the slave laser tuning problem. In this case, an extension of the 
laser cavity is added containing a MQW structure and tuning is achieved by changing 
the refractive index of this material by varying the reverse bias voltage, altering the 
optical cavity length.
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions

6.1- Main results

This thesis had two main objectives. The first was to develop a theory to understand 
the OPLL limitations, to make a model of the system and to set design guide lines. 
The second was to build an OPLL using semiconductor lasers without line narrowing 
in the laboratory and characterise it. Both objectives were fulfilled bringing new 
contributions to the field.

6.1.1- OPLL Theory

A model of the OPLL was made and the main sources of noise were identified. The 
loop delay time was considered and new stability conditions were set. Performance 
parameters were analysed and the shape of the phase error signal spectrum was 
predicted. A design criterion based on the average time between cycle slips was 
adopted [Ramos 90]. The criterion set here, of an average time between cycle slips of 
10 years, was found to be compatible with bit error rate criteria used for coherent 
receiver applications with the advantage of serving other applications.

A complete comparison between the performance of modified first order loops and 
second order loops was made for the first time, revealing that the modified first order 
loop is a good option if a wide bandwidth loop and long delay time are used, as it is 
less sensitive to loop delay. This was the first analysis of modified first order OPLLs 
to include loop delay time.

6.1.2- OPLL Experiment

Quantum well lasers were used in an OPLL for the first time. The first reported OPLL 
using both master and slave lasers without external cavity or any other linewidth 
narrowing technique was built and characterised [Ramos 92]. It is also the heterodyne 
OPLL with the widest reported loop bandwidth.

In order to achieve the main results, a series of elaborate techniques were used: A 
technique to control the laser temperature was developed, achieving temperature 
stability better than 10 mK for more than an hour without the use of sealed chambers.
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A method of measuring the FM response of the DQW laser was developed using a hi- 
bi fibre and a procedure to cancel the effect of the amplitude modulation was also 
produced. Split path loop amplifiers were used to minimise loop delay.

6.2- Discussion

The first question to be answered at the beginning of this project was what design 
conditions would have to be met in order to achieve phase locking with wide linewidth 
sources. To answer this question it was necessary to establish how good the locking 
would have to be and then look for the conditions to achieve this specification. The 
first and the most natural of the loop performance parameters is the variance of the 
phase error and the first idea was to set a value of maximum phase error variance as a 
specification criteria. However, with wide linewidth sources, the probability of phase 
excursions taking the loop out of lock also needs to be considered.

Another criterion which could be used is the bit error rate (BER) in a digital 
communication system. In this way, the OPLL would be assumed to be part of the 
receiver of a PSK link and a limit of BER would be set. This approach is only 
reasonable if the OPLL is used in a digital communication system, as BER is not a 
parameter of the loop itself and it loses its significance when the loop is used for other 
applications. The establishment of a specification criterion which could be used by 
OPLL designers independent of the application and with a good physical meaning was 
clearly missing in the literature.

The criterion which best seems to meet the requirements for a single parameter 
defining loop performance is the average time between cycle slips (T^J. It is a 
parameter of the loop which can be used for all OPLL applications and has a clear 
physical meaning - it gives the time interval expected between momentary losses of 
lock. Its main advantage over the phase error variance is that it takes into account the 
sinusoidal response of the phase detector.

The average time between cycle slips was found to be a strong function of the loop 
delay time, which is a very important factor influencing the loop performance. can 
vary from a few nanoseconds to 10 years with a Ins variation in delay time, as shown 
in Chapter 2. A criterion of Tg^>10 years was adopted. This criterion was also found to 
be reasonable compared to the BER criterion. The criterion set here of an average time 
between cycle slips of 10 years has subsequently been used by other research groups to 
assist the design of OPLLs for use in phased array antennas [Gliese 91].
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The main concern of a control loop designer is to assure the stability of the system. 
The stability conditions for modified first order loops and second order loops were 
established. It was found that the maximum recommended gain should be 10 dB below 
the critical gain (above which the loop becomes unstable) to assure acceptable values 
of damping factor.

The next important decision for the designer is to choose the order of the loop to be 
used. The performances which can be achieved by a modified first order loop and a 
second order loop were compared for several values of loop delay time. It was then 
found that modified first order loops are less sensitive to loop delay time than second 
order loops. If a wide bandwidth filter is used, it is possible to obtain better 
performance with a modified first order loop when the delay time is large. It was also 
possible to predict the shape of the spectrum of the phase error signal and the beat 
signal, showing that wider bandwidth loops can be achieved using modified first order 
than second order loops when they present delay time. This confirms previous 
suggestions that modified first order loops would be preferable in OPLLs [Steele 88].

From the theory it was possible to see that OPLLs could be built using monolithic 
semiconductor lasers given that the loop delay time was kept low and the loop 
bandwidth wide. The best solution would be to build the system in OEIC form. This 
would also help to reduce costs, making commercially available OPLLs possible.

The second part of the project was dedicated to building and characterising a 
heterodyne OPLL using semiconductor lasers. The first step was to make a 
temperature control system to stabilise the lasers temperature and consequently their 
emission wavelength. A temperature stability better than lOmK was achieved over a 
period of more than half an hour in an uncontrolled laboratory environment. This was 
obtained by measuring the thermal constant of the laser mount and using a 
proportional-integral control loop. This suggests that the deployment of such systems 
within a controlled telecommunication environment should be straightforward.

A dc coupled wideband amplifier was built to work as the filter of a modified first 
order loop. A split path technique was used to obtain a uniform response up to 
700MHz. The technique appears useful for wideband loops. Problems with alignment 
and optical isolation were studied and practical solutions were found.

Double quantum well (DQW) lasers were selected as the optical sources for the 
experimental work. Their linewidths were measured by heterodyning two lasers and 
by a self homodyne method giving a linewidth of 2.5 MHz, narrow enough for the
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experiment. The FM response of the DQW lasers was measured using two methods. 
Observing the spectrum of the heterodyne signal when one of the lasers was 
modulated made it possible to measure the FM response at high frequencies. At low 
frequencies a frequency discriminator using a hi-bi fibre interferometer was used. 
Despite the FM response of the laser limiting the loop bandwidth, the loop was closed 
and phase lock achieved. The system was then characterised showing good agreement 
with expected results. This indicates that the model developed is a useful tool OPLL 
design.

6.3- Suggestions for further work

The search for a better optical source continues as new semiconductor lasers with 
narrower linewidths and wider FM responses are frequently reported. A great amount 
of work is still to be done, mainly in obtaining a wide bandwidth tunable laser with 
low degree of intensity modulation.

6.3.1- Implementation of the system in OEIC form

This work proves that it is possible to build heterodyne OPLLs using semiconductor 
lasers without external cavities or other linewidth narrowing methods. The theory 
developed shows that reducing the total loop delay time can improve the loop 
performance. This can be achieved by reducing the size of the loop and using 
components which have wide bandwidths. All these point to the integration of the 
system in the form of an OEIC (opto-electronic integrated circuit) as a way of 
improving the loop performance. The implementation of the OPLL in an OEIC would 
also improve the reliability and reduce production costs, making it possible to have 
this system commercially available in the future.

Figure 6.3.1 shows a diagram of an OPLL in a planar OEIC structure. The idea is to 
integrate the slave laser, waveguides, couplers and photodetectors on a single 
substrate. Very similar structures (without amplifier, mixer and loop filter) have been 
demonstrated [Hemandez-Gil 89] [Koch 91]. Optical frequency-lock loop has been 
demonstrated using waveguide detectors [Koch 89]. In this system, no tendency to 
injection lock due to internal reflections was observed in the circuit, dissipating fears 
that the absence of optical isolation would make the system unstable.
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Figure 63.1: Diagram of an OPLL in a planar OEIC structure.

Some difficulties still need to be overcome in order to integrate the system. Optical 
isolation is one of the problems which is difficult to handle in OEICs and therefore 
requires further research. However, not many obstacles are expected in implementing 
the rest of the systems as individual components have already proved possible to 
integrate. When the OPLL is used in coherent receivers, polarisation matching 
between the master and slave laser signals is also required, which could also cause 
problems in integration. Integrated-optic polarisation controllers have been 
demonstrated [Alfemess 85] using structures in which a birefringence is introduced in 
waveguide. This birefringence could be modified in strength and direction according 
to the voltages applied to the electrodes over the waveguide, making it possible to 
achieve endless polarisation control [Walker 88].

6.3.2- Monolithic multi-quantum well tuned semiconductor lasers

It has proved possible to make tunable lasers using reverse biased multiple quantum 
well (MQW) modulators within the laser cavity using an external cavity 
semiconductor laser [Cai 89]. This may provide a solution for the limitation of the FM 
response of the slave laser due to the dominance of the thermal effect over other 
tuning mechanisms when current tuning is used at low frequencies. It also helps to 
avoid the effect of the photon-electron lifetime resonance at high frequencies.

However, this kind of device needs to be realised in an integrated form. Figure 6.3.2 
shows a diagram of a monolithic multi-quantum well tuned semiconductor laser. The
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waveguide is divided into two sections: a laser section where the gain is concentrated 
and a modulator section into which the modulating signal is injected. The difference 
between this approach and normal double section lasers is that the modulator sector is 
reverse biased while the laser sector is forward biased. Electrical isolation between the 
two sections is then necessary to prevent the current flow between the two electrodes. 
This isolation can be provided by a combination of etching and proton bombardment 
of the region between the electrodes.

MQW structure proton bombardment
+V1 (direct bias)-Vm etching

modulator section laser section

Figure 6.3.2: Diagram of a monolithic multi-quantum well tuned semiconductor laser. 

6.3.3- Use of other loop filters

Most of the theoretical study was done using modified first order and second order 
loops. The experiment used a modified first order loop, although its behaviour was in 
some ways similar to a second order loop due to the non uniform FM response of the 
slave laser. However other kinds of loop filters could be considered in the future, once 
the problem of obtaining a wideband uniform FM response laser has been solved.

One possible solution is the use of split path techniques to achieve second order loops, 
as illustrated in Figure 6.3.3. Second order loops use filters similar to those used in 
proportional integral (PI) control systems in which an integrating filter is added in 
parallel to a proportional filter. The effect of the integration is dominant at low 
frequencies, while the proportional response takes over at higher frequencies. 
However, the limited bandwidth of dc coupled low frequency amplifiers can introduce 
undesirable poles and make the loop unstable. Using the split path technique it is 
possible to add an ac coupled wideband amplifier to provide gain at high frequencies 
when the effect of the integration is very low.
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Figure 6.3.3: Block diagram of a split path filter for a second order loop.

Another possible solution could be the use of a passive second order loop. In this case, 
there would be no active component in the filter which could limit its bandwidth, as 
shown in Figure 6.3.4. Nevertheless all the loop gain would be then concentrated in 
the ac coupled amplifier before the phase detector, centred at the offset frequency. One 
of the problems of using such a configuration would be that the output of the phase 
detector would have to supply all the necessary current to tune the slave laser.

ac coupled 
amplifier

master photo
detector

phase 
detector

offset 
generator

' -r  loop
TtU

Figure 6.3.4: Block diagram of a heterodyne second order Optical Phase-Lock Loop
using passive filter.
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6.3.4- Other studies on OPLL performance

Other characteristics of OFLLs are still to be studied, such as the locking acquisition 
and tracking capabilities. However, these studies would be better performed for each 
application. The effect of different factors which can influence the loop performance 
and their dependence on specific applications needs more attention. For example, the 
effect of the different kinds of modulation used in optical communication links has to 
be taken into account during the system design. In free space applications, such as 
inter-satellite optical links, other possible sources of noise and perturbations need to be 
analysed.

Another study which is needed is the effect of the intensity modulation (IM) of the 
slave laser when it is tuned. The amount of IM present will depend on the kind of laser 
and tuning mechanism used by the loop and its influence on the loop performance is 
still not known. One idea would be to minimise the effect of the intensity modulation 
by limiting the maximum amplitude of the signal before the phase detector. Another 
option would be to limit the maximum intensity of the lasers by using an optical 
intensity limit device. Such a device is still not available and needs further study.
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Appendix 1

Critical frequency for a second order loop
(referred to by section 2.5.2)

This appendix gives the derivation of the equation of the critical frequency for a 
second order loop.
The open loop transfer function for a second order loop is:

G  

s sTi
The phase response reaches 7C rad at the critical frequency given by:

7C + (ô  ̂ - ta n  = Al.2

For the gain to be less then 1 at this frequency:

2
^no ■yjl + ((Ù^ T2 Ÿ  < l  A1.3

Considering the gain equal to 1 at the critical frequency, equation A 1.3 can be 
rewritten as:

V l +  (®cr T l f  = AI.4

K o  - m l = 0  A1.5

The solution for this equation is:

K o T ^  ± 4 <^Ko T 2 Ÿ  + ^ <
X  =  ' ^ ^   ̂ -̂----------- —  A1. 7
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Considering only the positive solution:

2

The relative damping factor is given by:

Ç AI.8
2

Isolating T2  and substituting into equation (A 1.7):

. .  4C^(0^„+(ô „ V 1 6 C + 4
X — A i . o

2

^  =  ® L ( 2 Ç o + V 4 C T + 1 )  AI.9

The critical frequency is then given by:

®cr =  ®«o V̂ Ĉ  + aF cT ^  Al.lO

Equation Al.2 can be rewritten using equation (A 1.8):

®cr 2d = ta n “* ( ( o „ ^ )  Al . l l
^no

Substituting this value of critical frequency:

Which is the stability criteria.
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Appendix 2

Estimation of the beat signal spectrum using narrow band FM approximation
(referred to by section 2.6.2)

This appendix shows how an estimation of the beat signal spectrum can be made from 
the phase error spectrum using the narrowband FM approximation.

Suppose that the error signal modulating the slave laser is given by:

m { t )  =  M  cos((0^ t )  A 2.1

Where M is the amplitude and cô  the frequency of the modulating signal. The 
instantaneous frequency of the modulated signal is then given by:

(0, (r) =  (0 ^ + k f ^ M  cos(COj t )  A2.2

Where is the frequency response of the slave laser at the frequency cô . As 

instantaneous frequency and phase are related according to:

^  A2.3
d t

The instantaneous phase of the modulated signal is given by: 

k  M
= t - \ - — -sin(C0  ̂ 0  A2.4

The modulation index (3 is defined as:

P =  A2.5

The modulated signal is then given by:

e i  ( t )  =  cos(co^ r +  p sin((o^ t ) )  A2.6
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Where is the amplitude of the modulated signal. Using the trigonometric relation:

cos(a + 6) = cos(a) cos(^) -  sin(a) s m { b )  A2.7

Equation A2.6 can be rewritten as:

e i ( t )  = E i  c o s ( û j c o s { ^ s m ( ù ^ t ) - E i  sinco^r sin(Psincù^O A2.8

For low values of p (p<0.2) the narrowband FM approximation can be made. In this 
approximation it is assumed that:

sin(psin(0/ )  = p sin co / and cos(p sin co /) = 1 A2.9

Thus:
( t )  = E l  COS ( Ù J  -  El p sin ( O J  sin A2.10

Using another trigonometric relation:

-s in (a ) s i n ( b )  = r  90s(a -  fc) 1

The modulated signal is then given by:

e i ( t )  =  E l  cos(û„t  +  c o s { ( ( ü „  +  (O^) t ) - cos(((0„ - (O^) t )

A2.12
Supposing that all the frequency deviation is concentrated at the slave laser signal and 
the master laser is producing a single tone signal given by:

6 2 ( 0  = E 2  COs((cO  ̂+ (ù^)t) A2.13

Where is the amplitude of the master signal and the frequency of the offset 
generator signal. The total optical intensity is given by:

( £ L + ^  A2.14
n
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Where T| is the characteristic impedance of the medium. Using the same procedure 
described in Appendix 3, it is possible to transform equation A2.14 into:

T / \ ^ 2  P / /  \ \  ^ 2  P / /  \ \
If  ( t )  =  COS CÔ r +  2 ^  v ( ^ r  -  (Ofi ) t ) --------2 ^  ) V

A2.15
The optical frequency components are neglected as the photodetector cannot answer to 
them and the dc and low frequency components are also neglected for being blocked 
by the detector decoupling capacitor. and E2  relate to the respective optical 
intensities and 1 2  as:

El = 2^T\ / j  A2.16

£2  = 2 ^r \ I 2  A2.17

Thus

If ( t )  = 4 ^ Il I 2  COS +  2 p ^ /i  I 2  cos((o)^ -  co  ̂) t )  -  2 p ^ /i  I 2  cos((co^ +  co^ )r)

A2.18
The photo current produced at the photodetector terminals is given by:

I p = R A I f  A2.19

The amplitude of each sideband is given by:

ll, = 2 R A  I 2  P A2.20

Where R is the photodetector responsivity and the A is the photodetector illuminated 
area. The power associated to each sideband is given by:

h  h  A2.21

Where is the photodetector load resistance. Substituting p from equation A2.5:

P ,= A r^ R ^  A2.22
^ d
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The amplitude of the modulating signal M can be related to the phase error signal 0̂  
by:

M  = - ^  A2.23
&

Where is the phase detector gain, can be rewritten as:

û2
P h = 4 r ,R ^  A2.24

Assuming that each point of the modulated signal spectrum corresponds to a point of 
the modulating signal spectrum, it is possible to reconstruct the power spectrum at the 
detector terminals SJ(i)) from the phase error spectrum SJ(û) as follows:

5ft (CO) = 4 r ,R ^  / ,  A2.25
'Cj

4 (c o )  5 ,((0) 
k j  (O'

Where k jœ )  is the frequency response of the slave laser.
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Appendix 3

Derivation of equation 3.4.9
(referred to by Section 3.4)

COS(CÔr + c|)i ) + ^ J Ï ^  COS 0 C0S((Û2̂  + l̂>2 ~ A3.

The total optical intensity is then:

I, = A3.2
■n

If =4[.^COS(CÛif + (|)i) + - /̂7^COS0COS(CÛ2  ̂+  (t)2 A3.3

A3.4
I f  =  4[/i COŜ  ((Ô r + (|)i ) + /2 COŜ  (0)COS  ̂(CÙ2f + (|)2 -  Pjc- )̂ + 

+ 2 .^ 7 ^ COS(0)COS(COir + (j)i )C0S(CÛ2̂  + <t>2 “  P;c- )̂]

Using the identities:

Cos2a = l ± £ 2 ! ( ^  A3.5
2

cos(a) c o m  = + +  A3.6

gives:

I f  — 2| /̂j + 12 cos  ̂(0) +

- \-2yjl^l2 COS(0)cOs((COj — CÛ2 4- (|)̂  — (|)2 + P^%) +
9 9+ /j COS(2cÛ2̂  + 2 (j>2 ) + /2 COS (0)cos (2(02^ 4" 2(|)2 ~ 2Pj^x) + 

-\-2yJl l̂2 COS(0)COS((CÛ2 + (1 )2  ^1 ^ 2  P%̂ )]
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Appendix 4

External cavity lasers and AR coatings

As all the previous experiments published on optical phase-lock loops using 
semiconductor lasers have used external cavities, a heterodyne system based on 
external cavity lasers was constructed and tested.

External cavity lasers

The first OPLL experiments reported used gas lasers such as COj [Leep 82] due to 
their narrow linewidth, making possible the use of the PLL theory already developed 
for microwave systems. In order to use semiconductor laser diodes it was found 
necessary to narrow their linewidth, one of the most used methods being the building 
of external cavities [Steele 83] [Kahn 89] [Norimatsu 90].

Figure A4.1 shows a schematic diagram of an external cavity laser. The idea is to 
narrow the output linewidth by expanding the resonant laser cavity. Ideally, the whole 
system should work as a single cavity and an anti-reflection coating (AR coating) is 
deposited on one of the facets of the laser diode to remove internal cavity reflections. 
However, in practice it is difficult to obtain a perfect AR coating and the system has to 
be seen as a double cavity device. As the cavity becomes longer, the mode spacing 
becomes smaller making it necessary to add a diffraction grating to provide 
appropriate mode selection. Note that the intra cavity lens has also to be AR coated.

gratinganti-reflection coating 
/  lens

laser
diode

external cavity

total cavity lengh

Figure A4.1: Schematic diagram of an external cavity laser.
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Anti reflection coatings

Anti reflection coatings were applied to one facet of each laser of the heterodyne 
system. The most convenient material for the coating was Silicon Monoxide (SiO), 
due to its refractive index and low evaporating temperature. Figure A4.2 shows a 
diagram of a quarter wavelength single layer anti-reflection coating, where itf and 

the refractive index of the material, the film and the air and X is the wavelength. 
The reflectivity Rf of such a structure is given by [Macleod] :

R f =

n 2 \

% -
?,

n. H
n

A4.1

m  y

The refractive index of the material, GaAs, is n^=3.5 and the refractive index of the 
film, SiO, is My=1.924 at 830nm. The reflectivity in this case would be 0.0785%.

laser air

m

A R
coating

Figure A42: Diagram of an anti reflexion coating.

It is important to be able to control the depth of the film in order to achieve a quarter 
wavelength thickness. For this, the laser was placed inside a vacum chamber («50 10'  ̂
bar) together with a photodetector facing the laser facet to be coated, but slightly off 
the main axis, as shown in Figure A4.3.
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laser

SiO

heat
sink

photodetector

Figure A4.3: Relative position of the laser and detector during evaporation..

The laser was then driven by a low frequency (about 20kHz) sinusoidal forward 
current which had a minimum value of zero and maximum value below the threshold 
current. Keeping these values fixed, the amplitude of the resulting emission will be 
inversely proportional to the reflectivity at the laser's facet. It is important to be sure 
that only spontaneous emission is present in order to retain this proportionality. The 
photo current at the photodetector terminals is a maximum when the reflectivity is a 
minimum, indicating that the evaporation must be stopped.

A lock-in amplifier was used to amplify the photodetector signal and avoid the strong 
electrical noise from the vacuum pump. The signal frequency was chosen to avoid the 
mains supply harmonics. An X-Y recorder was used to register the amplitude of the 
detector signal. Figure A4.4 shows a diagram of the monitoring circuit.

The gain of the amplifier was adjusted as follow: With the laser off, the zero of the X- 
Y recorder was adjusted. With the laser on the amplifier gain was adjusted until the 
recorder registered 70% of the final expected position of the pen. Care was taken not 
to saturate the lock-in amplifier. Figure A4.5 shows the X-Y recorder plot obtained 
during evaporation.

The reflectivity of the coated facet can be estimated in relation to the reflectivity of 
the uncoated facet R.:.

A4.2
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Where r|  ̂ and T|„ are the slopes of the light/current characteristics of the coated and 
uncoated facets (W/A). Figures A4.6a and A4.6b show the light/current curves of the 
two lasers after coating for both coated and uncoated facets.

vacum chamber

laser
oscillator

lock-in
amplifierphoto

diode bias

pre
amplifierSiO

x-y
recorder

vacum pump

Figure A4 4: Diagram of the coating thickness control circuit.

100% -

70%

signal
amplitude

time
begining end

Figure A4.5: X-Y recorder plot during evaporation.
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Figures A4.6 : Characteristic curve after coating for both coated and uncoated facets
for two different lasers.

For the reflectivities of the coated facet were calculated to be 3.4% and
4.3% for each laser. Using Equation A4.1 again, for a reflectivity of Rf=4% the 
refractive index of the film would be «=1.53 which is different from the refractive 
index of SiO (1.924 @ 830nm). It is possible that some contamination of silicon
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dioxide Si02 occurred. The refractive index of SiOj is 1.456 @ 830nm. The refractive 
index of the film could also be changed by non uniformity of the layer.

External cavity mounting

The reflectivity of the coated facet achieved was 3.4% and 4.1% for the two lasers 
coated. Two external cavity lasers were assembled, one using a grating and the other 
using a flat mirror, both being about 50mm long. Precision piezoelectric controlled 
micro-positioners were used to achieve fine alignment and tuning. The reductions of 
the threshold current by the addition of the external cavities were 12.2mA and 10.4mA 
respectively, bringing the threshold current to pre coating levels.

The external cavity laser using a grating as reflector was tuned mechanically and a 
map of the possible single mode operation wavelengths was made. The influence of 
internal modes spaced 0.3nm (corresponding to 130GHz at 830nm) from each other 
was found to be still very strong despite the AR coatings, making it impossible to 
obtain stable operation at wavelengths in between modes. About 21 modes (7nm) 
could be selected manually using the micropositioners, from which 10 modes (3nm) 
could be selected using piezoelectric positioners. Also using the pizoelectric controls, 
it was possible to select about 10 external modes (spaced 1.6GHz from each other) at 
each internal mode wavelength. About IGHz continuous tuning could be achieved at 
each external mode. Continuous tuning was also achieved by changing the laser diode 
current with a rate of lOOMHz/mA for low frequency variations. The laser mounted 
with a Fabry Perrot external cavity could only be tuned over 3 internal modes. 
However, better sensitivity to current tuning was achieved (400MHz/mA). Both 
external cavity lasers were very sensitive to vibrations and temperature fluctuations.

Continuous tuning over a range of 15nm is possible to obtain [Favre 86] using a 
mechanical arrangement which makes it feasible to translate and rotate the grating at 
an exact rate. However, very good AR coating is required (0.01%). The use of 
miniature packaged external cavity laser [Mellis 88] [Harrison 89] [Kahn 89] can 
diminish the sensitivity to vibrations and temperature fluctuations.

Heterodyning external cavity lasers

The front facets of the lasers were used for coupling to the external cavities, while the 
back facets were used to extract the signal from each laser. This brought the problem
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of wavefront matching as a complicated wavefront pattern is formed at the back of 
each laser diode due to reflections of the beam from the heat sink blocks on which the 
laser chips are mounted. The result was poor efficiency of the optical mixing and low 
beat signal power (order of -50dBm). As the use of an external cavity also reduces the 
laser sensitivity to direct current tuning (to about lOOMHz/mA), high gain amplifiers 
would be necessary to obtain reasonable loop gain and hence satisfactory phase lock.

Another drawback of the use of the external cavity solution was its extreme sensitivity 
to vibrations and acoustic noises. A fixed Fabry Perot interferometer was placed in 
front of one of the lasers to serve as an optical frequency discriminator and a 
photodetector at the other side of the interferometer gave a signal proportional to the 
laser frequency fluctuations. The spectmm of this signal presented strong low 
frequency noise, peaking at several frequencies corresponding to resonances of the 
several parts of the mount and the noise of the cooling fans of the measurement 
equipment in the laboratory. As a result, the spectrum of the beat signal of the two 
lasers was not stable, presenting fluctuations of up to 50MHz from the central 
frequency. Figure A4.7 shows the spectrum of the beat signal of two external cavity 
lasers when the spectrum analyser hold maximum function was used for a couple of 
minutes to measure the frequency fluctuation range.

The use of external cavities also diminishes the laser sensitivity to temperature tuning, 
since only the internal cavity is temperature controlled. This makes necessary the use 
of large temperature offsets (order of 10°C) to provide wavelength matching of the 
lasers involved in the heterodyne process. For these reasons, an alternative solution to 
the use of external cavities was considered preferable.
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Figure A4.7: Spectrum of the beat signal o f two external cavity lasers (hold maximum
function used).
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Appendix 5

Derivation of the photo current from a Mach-Zehnder interferometer and 
detector, equation (3.5.5). (referred to by section 3.5.3)

Figure A5.1 shows a diagram of an all fibre Mach-Zehnder interferometer. The input 
optical signal is split into two different paths, with different optical path lengths, and 
combined at the output.

p a t h  a

i n p u t

r r r r
h o t o

e t e c t o r

p a t h  6

Figure A5.1: Diagram of an all fibre Mach-Zehnder interferometer.

The electrical fields of the signals coming from the a and b paths are given by:

e^ = 2  in^  c o s ( c o  t )

€ i j = 2  ylr{ irifj c o s [ c o  {t  +  A r ) ]

A5.1

A5.2

Where in  ̂and are the intensity of the two signals, O) is the optical frequency of the 
input signal, T| is the characteristic impedance of the medium and At is the propagation 
time difference between the two optical path lengths. Given that the difference 
between the two path lengths is not longer than the coherence length of the laser, the 
total electrical field at the output, ê  is the combination of the electrical fields from 
arms a and b, e  ̂and

A5.3

The optical intensity at the output is: 

.2
in, A5.4
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The photo current at the terminals of the photo detector is given by:

i p = R V - ^ d A  A5.5
A

Where R is the responsivity and A is the illuminated active area of the photo detector. 
Assuming the radiation coming from each arm of the interferometer have the same 
polarisation direction and that there is no misalignment, using (A5.1), (A5.2) and 
(A5.3) gives:

e ^ =2  ^  cos(co t) + cos(co (t + Af))] A5.6

Using (A5.4):

irit = 4 c o s ( ( 0 1 ) +  .yfJn^c o s ( c o  (t + Af))]^ A5.7

Thus,

irif = 2 (in^ + + 2 cos((0 A t )

4-2 in^  cos(co ( 2 t  4- A t ) )  A5.8

4-m̂  cos(2co0 4- in̂ j cos(2co(^ 4- AO)

From (A5.5): 

R A  .

2
irif = R A  4- 4- 2 irijy cos((0 Af)] A5.9
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Appendix 6

Temperature controller components
(referred to by Figure 4,5.3 and Figure 4.5.6)

R1 = 7k5n RIO = lOkQ R19 = i n
R2 = 25kn R ll =430kn Cl = 22jiF
R3 = lk£2 R12 = IMQ 02 = 47pF
R4 = Ikiî R13 = 5k£2 03 = O.OlpF
R5 = 7kSn R14 = lOkQ A 1 , A2 = 741
R6 = 1MÎ2 R15 = Ikiî T1 = 50107
R7 = 430ki2 R16 = 5k£2 T2 = TIP121
R8 = lOkQ R17 = lOkn T3 = TIP126
R9 = 5kn R18 = in

Thermistor: RS.151-237 10KQ@ 25°C NTC 
Peltier Cooler: Marlow Industries 1023T
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